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I Manager's Column -, 

Correspondence from our 
agents during the m'Onth records 
a continuous expansion in 
FOURTH ImERNAT[ONAL 
sales. We quote from Bome 'Of 
the letters: 

Detroit: "We have a. new 
carrier for the F.I., Cass News
stand at Cass and Michigan 
Avenues ... By the 'way, the F.I. 
sales in two places have been 
steadily rising each month. The 
magazine is constantly im.prov
lng." 

Toledo: "There are now two 
places carrying the F.I.
Athletic Sport ~nter and M & 
M Drugstore. We are going to 
try to place t'hem in some other 
stores in town. Vl e tried, to sell 
a subscription to the PubUc 
Li'brary. They said they got 
most of su:ch publications free 
and wanted to know if they can 
get a fr,ee sUlb to the F.I." 

(We are placing the Toledo 
Pn'bUc Library on our malling 
list and will do so with any 
Ubrary that has a call for 
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL.) 

Akron: "The magazine is sold 
in Akron at the News Exchange. 
We sell around ten copies there 
,per month. Please increase our 
F.I. bundle 'Order by five-we 
,,111 try to -put them on another 
Q6wsstand." 

LOB Angeles,' "From reports I 
get it looks as if the F.I. is 
having a good m'Onth on the 
stands. This means our news· 
stand, circulation at the present 
time is a regular minimum 'Of 
fifty and In another month or 
so I should be alble to give 
sixty as our newsstand mini
mum with the advent of the 
San Pedro stand sales. 

·'An'Other point I want to 
bring up is the advertising of 
our newsstands. We are trying 
t'O Ibuild up one or two regular 
routes and such an ad would 
be an inducement to the shop
keepers to carry the magazine 
and, PBJPer as well as help us in 
building up the lroutes." 

The above report of progress 
from. Los Angeles was followed 
by a telegram stating, "SOLD 
OUT. EXPRESS FIFTEEN 
ADDITIONAL COPIES JULY 
ISSUE FOR TROTSKY MEMO· 
RIAL MEE'DING.'" 

San Francisco is utiUzing 
their back issues of FOURTH 
INTERNATIONAL in contact 
work and is desirous of keeping 
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a supply on hand. Our agent in 
her latest report asks: "Will you 
please send us 5 co-pies of the 
December FOURTH INTERNA
TIONAL. W~'re all out of them." 

* * * 
Inquiries have been received 

ae t'O whether we have indexes 
for the various volumes of 
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL. 
Indexes are avai1abl~ for the 
last few years and wew1ll be 
glad to send them to anyone 
who wishes to have loose copies 
of FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 
bound. 

* * • 
Readers of FOURTH INTER· 

NATIONAL comment about the 
magazine: 

Ohicago: ''The article on the 
Cuban elections was good. More 
material on American colonies 
should appear. I believe an anal· 
ysis of events in South America 
during the past year would, !be 
informative." (The article reo 
ferred to, ",Significance Ott the 
Cuban Elections" by J. B. 
Stua.rt, a'ppears in the July 1944 
issue of FOURTH INTERNA· 
TIONAL.) 

New York: uI otten discuS8 
different arti'oles in t~ dif· 

terent issues with a f-riend of 
mine. Sh~ has mentioned sev· 
eral Umes that she likes the 
Manager's ColUlJIln becaus,e it 
gives her a 'better picture of 
what the F.I. suppo.rters are 
doing." 

F.D., Sand8tone: "Readin-g the 
F.I. from this distance from 
the center, I 81m more than 
eyer impressed, with its impor
tance to our movement. It is a 
powerful supplement to the 
weekly paper in presenting a 
rounded picture of major world 
events, not to mention its own 
ind~ndent role as a theoretic
al organ. The June issue is well 
balanced, interestin'g and in· 
formative fro.m cover to cover." 

* * * 
C 'O m men t s from readers 

abroad: 
War Zone: "Very many thanks 

tor t~e first iparcel which ar
rtved last week. The magR.zine 
18 well up to the usual standard 
and that's saying a lat. 

·'1 w'ould like to buy a sub
scription tor 1944 as well as a 
copy of tbe Old Man's 'In De
fense of Manis'm' ... 

"In the meantime please &C-

cePt my sincere congratulations 
and appreciation. 'Forward to 
Victory'." 

• * * 
BristoJ, Eng.: ''I'm under 

eternal Obllgation ,for receipt of 
FOURTH INTERNATIONAL 
and THE MILITANT. Am un. 
BIble to get permit to send 
money out of the country. 18 
tb.ere a commission I can do 
for you? 

"See enclosed note from 
llbrary showing what I've done 
with copies of th~ macazine." 

(The note trom the library 
states: "In reply to your 
lnqui,ry I shall !be very pleased 
to accept the issues of FOURTH 
INTERNATIONAL which you 
kindly offer to present to this 
U:brary. Perhaps you will be 
good enough to bring the period. 
icals to the Ulbrary at your 
convenience, and an official 
acknowledgement of your gitt 
Will be sent to you in due 
course. Your specimen copy is 
returned herewith.") 

London, Eng.: "Li'ke most of 
the letters you get from Britain 
nowadays this is a begging one. 
I'd appreciate if you could send 
me a fUe of FOURTH INTER
NATIONAL for the period May 
to ~ember 1943. You were 
kind enough to let me have a 
number of copies last year to 
make up some bound volumes, 
and I am hO!ping you wiU be 
able t'O cOIDJplete ~ 1943 
volume .... I send greetings 
both to those of you who ar,e 
ca'rrying on the work outside 
the prison walls and to those 
who have been jailed 'by Ameri
can imperia1ism." 

London, Eng.: "A friend of 
mine said he has found in his 
factory that the workers are 
very much interested in the F.I. 
He distributes the magazines as 
well as THE MILITANT there 
regularly. They especially Uke 
articles deaUng with trad\, 
union situations in the United 
Stat,es-they are very interested 
in those. Just to show what 
kind of arUcles they like best, 
they were very inter~ted in De
Lorenzo's case. 

"His impression of the F.I. 
is that it should have greater 
diversity of articles in different 
fields and all the articles should 
be short. So far as quality is 
concerned, it is absolutely the 
best thing in the whole political 
field, nothing to compare with 
it at all." 
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l'he Month in Review 
By THE EDITORS 

Crisis of the German Ruling Class: 
The Nazi· Junker Rift 

After the July 20 attempt on Hitler's life, 
WHAT EVENTS OF the rift between the Nazi politicians and 
JULY 20 SIGNIFY the Junker generals cannot be questioned 

any longer. The crisis in the German 
ruling class has begun. 

If the defeat at Stalingrad was decisive in turning the tide 
against German militarism in the East; if ~e defeat in North 
Africa foreshadowed the demise of Nazi imperialist power in 
the West; the split between Hitler and the Junkers is no less 
decisive for the fortunes of the capitalists at home, in Germany 
itself. 

In that sense it constitutes the prelude to the inevitable out
break of the proletarian revolution within the Third Reich. 

Both the Nazi politicians and the Junker generals are, no 
doubt, motivated by considerations flowing from the example 
of Mussolini's collapse in Italy a year ago. The generals want to 
emulate Badoglio. Hitler wants to prevent the rise of the latter's 
German counterpart and thus stave off the fate that befell Mus
solini. 

As in the case of Italy, it is fear of the approaching up
heaval of the masses that hastens the decomposition of the ruling 
class. The Junkers hope to deflect the wrath of the toilers, wear
ied and decimated by the war, upon the heads of the Nazis. They 
hope t4us to save themselves and somehow to retain leadership 
after Hitler's fall. 

Hitler and the Nazis, on the other hand, try to learn from 
the Italian example too and to prevent its repetition in Germany. 
In the regimented meetings at the factories, with which they are 
supplementing the blood-purge of the generals, they appeal to 
the class instincts of the masses. They ask support from them 
for their struggle against the "blue-blooded swine," upon whom 
they seek to place the blame for the growing military disasters 
which are debilitating the country. 

But neither of the ruling factions can escape their inevitable 
doom. For the time being, the Nazis appear to have gained the 
upper hand over the old-line militarists. They have, according 
to reports, executed more than 3,000 high officers. They nave 
introduced the Nazi salute in the army and "assured" them· 
selves control by a system of political commissars attached to 
the staffs of the various armies. They have placed the Gestapo's 
chief hangman, Himmler at the head of the "home forces." For 
the nth time they have proclaimed "complete totalitarization" of 
the war effort. To the masses who have suffered untold anguish 
in the eleven years under his "providential" leadership, Hitler 
holds out the prospect only ... of the most "total" misery. 

But the military defeat.s on all fronts 
SIGNS OF THE continue unabated. The Nazi lines are 
COMING DEBACIJE crumbling in Poland on the East and in 

France on the West. The number of pris. 
oners in every sector of their battle-fronts is growing to 'tremen
dous proportions. Hundreds of thousands of deserters, according 

to reports, are roaming the countryside in the Reich itself. 
Rumors persist of mutinous actions in the navy, of strikes in 
the factories, even of the formation of soldiers' councils in the 
reserves. Under the clouds of the ~double censorship of the Nazis 
and the Allies, little light on the actual statte of affairs among 
the German masses is reaching us. 

Yet there cannot be any doubt that the conflict at the top 
is only a reflection of the deep·going unrest at the bottom. 
That it will further stimulate the tendencies toward civil war 
all the way down the rungs of the social ladder. Already there 
are signs that point unmistakably in this direction. William 
Philip Simms, Scripps. Howard foreign expert, reports on 
August 2: 

"United Nations officials in London are convince'd that the 
revolt against Hitler was not only 'genuine, but far IJ'lrom 'being 
crushed, has on1y 'been driven und,erground, temporarily and 
will Boon erupt again with greater violence than ever ... There 
seems good reason to beUev;e that there is nOlW a definite peace 
movement among the German masses, and that the so-called 
generals' plot was symptomatic, if not the spearhead, of that 
movement ... While the Nazis may have quelled the abortive 
revolt, it can hardly be for lon'g if, as it appe8lrs, it lWas the 
outgr()IWth of something much Ibigger, much more serious and 
definitely more progressive than just a generals' tPlot. ... 

Inside Germany, N. Y. Times correspondent George Axels· 
son writes from Stockholm on Aug. 6, the developments since 
July 20 have pushed the "lukewarms and the politically indif· 
ferent, the masses ·of inbetweens to make up their political minds 
and join the opposition." He quotes underground reports "that 
entire regiments throw down their rifles and walk over to the 
Russian lines, the men sometimes being led by their officers and 
at other times acting on their own initiative." 

In the same dispatch he reports that foreign 
ECONOMIC slave laborers "have deserted in droves from 
BACKGROUND factories and farms" and are being sheltered 

and fed by German farmers and workers! 
Finally, he sketches the economic background behind the unrest. 

"Add, to this the faet that most Germans outsid;e the 81rmy 
a.nd party have not eaten a really square, su'bstanUai meal for 
four years, that practically all of them are worrying aibout 
themselves or aJbout the fate of some :relatlv;e, that millions 
are homeless and propertyless and that the reichsmark has 
sunk so low that only landlords, r.estaurants and the rare 
amusem.ent places still in bUsiness accept them, and that they 
do so only Ibecause they have to Iby laJW, and one 'begins to have 
an. idea· of what things are like In to day's Germany." 

The masses of German workers, who are known long ago to 
have conducted slowdowns in the plants together with their 
brothers from the occupied lands impressed into Nazi slave 
labor, can only be emboldened by the quarrel among their 
rulers. The example of the insurgent Italian workers cannot 
have been lost to 'them. The recent general strike of the Danish 
workers, bringing the Hitlerite oppressor to term~, cannot fail 
to have impressed them with both the growing weakness of 
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their masters and the new power of working class solidarity. It 
was too close to home. How advanced the state of unrest and 
incipient revolt actually is, we cannot know for certain. But that 
the masses are already on the move can be gleaned from small 
items in the Nazi press itself. On August 12, for instance, the 
New York Post carried the following A.P. dispatch: 

"Escaped prisoners of war and, foreign latbo'rers b.av~ 'begun 
guerrilla warfare inside Germany, 'the German press revealed 
today in a dispatch from NaZli correspondent Werner Gilles ... 
Hitler's newspaper, VoeZkischer Beobachter, reported that 
guerrillas had killed four Nazis in one viUage, and cOJllllIl,ented: 
'Even in the smallest v 111 age everything must be pre(pared for 
defense against air raids, marauding foreign workers and 
armed prisoners of war who have esca'ped'." 

The revolutionary crisis unfolding all over the agonized 
continent is reaching into the heart of Europ.e. 

The Allied Imperialists and their con
PLANS OF ALLIES federate in the Kremlin are regarding 
AND THE KREMLIN the outbreak of th~ social crisis in 

Germany with mixed feelings. Their 
delight with the Nazi-Junker rift is more than tempered 
by their patent fear of the German masses. They have already 
indicated, through Churchill, that they have plans prepared to 
deal with a revolutionary Germany. 

They have no intention of repeating the pattern of the 
precarious native bonapartist regime tried with Darlan inNorth 
Africa and Badoglio in Italy. The rule of 'the mailed fist is to Be 
used more openly than elsewhere against the workers in Ger
many. Allied bayonets, their own forces of occupation, are to 
be entrusted with the major role in the governing of a parti
ti.oned Reich. 

Already the Allied statesmen are warning that a Communist 
Germany cannot expect to be spared expiation for the crimes 
of the Nazis. Already they are spreading the slander that tne 
"German nation of criminals" is about to change from Hitlerism 
to Communism in order to escape punishment. Already the 
Kremlin, aiding in this counter-revolutionary plot, is inspiring 
stories of a "Trotskyist" conspiracy to save German militarism. 

But the calculation~ of'the imperialists and of their Moscow 
allies are one 'thing; the power of the social forces wi'th which 
they have to cope, another. Precisely because it has been s~p
pressed as in no other country, precisely because it has ac
cumulated under the Nazi lid a vast store of dammed-up mass 
hatred, the class struggle of the German proletariat will explOde 
with tremendous force. The stormy course of the German 
revolution will arouse an irresistible enthusiasm among die 
toilers of the entire world. The great traditions of struggle of 
the German workers, once they brea~ through the barriers set 
up by the crumbling Nazi dictatorship, will rise to new heights. 
The revolutionary German workers will win for their cause 
the sympathies of the oppressed in every part of the world. 
Against this force neither the Stalinist bureaucracy, nor the 
Anglo-American imperialism will remain immune. 

Dangers and Tasks Facing 
The Workers of Poland 

With the Red Army surging across 
DISPU11E BETWEEN the western Bug River, the frontier 
LONDON AND MOSCOW established as the "Curzon Line," 

the Kremlin has proclaimed the 
formation of a "Polish' Committee of National Liberation." 
This committee is. to serve as the civil authority in the territory 
being occupied by Soviet troops from this line onward. 

'fhe pro~lamation of the new quasi-government has aroused 
a flurry of diplomatic activity in Allied circles. The premier 
of the Polish "government-in-exile" at London flew to Moscow 
to attempt a conciliation of the two "governments." After a week 
of conferences, the negotiations broke down without any results. 

The dispute between London and Moscow is in the main a 
dispute over the international alignment of the projected Polish 
government. London wants to assure its allegiance to the foreign 
policy of British imperialism. Moscow wants to assure for the 
Stalinist bureaucracy a friendly capitalist ally on the pattern 
of the emigre Czechoslovak government of Eduard Benes. 

Moscow's declaration explicity states: "The Soviet govern
ment declares that it does not pursue aims .•. of a change oJ 
social structure in Poland." This is the identical language used 
by Molotov after the entry of the Red Army into Rumania. 
There this statement of policy has been followed by practical 
measures upholding the domination of the capitalist-landlord 
oligarchy and suppressing the most elementary rights of the 
masses. The Polish declaration forebodes the same kind of 
couhter-revolutionary action by the Stalinist agents in Poland. 

The manifesto reportedly issued by Stalin's puppet Polish 
civil administration further bears this out: "All property con· 
fiscated by the Germans will be restored." Restored, that is, to 
the capitalists. 

The machinations of Stalin and his puppets are a clear 
warning of the dangers facing the people of Poland. 

Under the leadership of the great Warsaw proletariat, tlie 
Polish masses have fought for five years with unexcelled hero
ism against Nazi tyrany. They have not taken up ~rms to 
exchange one set of oppressors for another. They have not 
fought for the predatory interests of British imperialism and its 
Polish henchmen of the London "government-in-exile." Nor have 
they battled in order to submit to the reactionary role of Stalin's 
bureaucracy and his Polish puppets. They have shown in the 
course of their tenacious resistance to Hitlerism that they mean 
to be masters of their own destiny. They intend to· strike down 
roo't and branch the whole landlord-capitalist system which has 
heaped interminable misery, starvation and death upon them. 

STALIN'S TREACHERY AT 
THE GATES OF WARSAW 

As the Red Army ap
proached the gates of War· 
saw, the embattled workers 
gave renewed evidence, of 

this irrepressible determination. Despite five years of bloody 
Nazi repression, they have arisen again with arms in hand to 
challenge the oppressor. In an unequal battle, with bare hands 
so to speak" they seized one section of the city after another. The 
German forces of occupation were struck with panic and began 
to evacuate, in the expectation that the assault of the Red Army 
would be coordinated with the revolt from within. But instead 
of increasing in intensity, the attack of the Red Army was 
brought to a standstill. The Nazi military took renewed heart. 
The heroic workers of Warsaw are being left to battle alone. 

By this latest 'treachery, the Kremlin oligarchy is underlining 
and emphasizing the counter-revolutionary role it means to play 
in Poland. Taking a page out of the tactics of Ang!o-American 
imperialism in Italy, the Stalinist bureaucracy leaves the insur
gent proletariat to be crushed by the retreating Nazis. It attempt!! 
to cover up this latest betrayal by throwing sand in the eyes of 
the masses of the world who are eagerly following the struggle. 
After first denying the very existence of the revolt in the city, 
and then pooh-poohing it as a mere· machination' of Polish 
reactionaries to embarrass the Red Army, it is now issuing state
ments through the press agency Ta.!& to the effect that the 
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London "government-in-exile" is alone responsible for the iso
lation of the embattled workers of Warsaw. 

That the bourgeois "government" in London, the tool of the 
Allies, does not really 'worry over the fate of the Warsaw work
ing class is, to be sure, only too true. That government merely 
seeks to reestablish the rule of the capitalists, landlords and 
militarists who previously oppressed the masses and ruined tile 
country. Naturally, they seek to make use of the insurg€tlt 
movement for their own reactionary end. Like Stalin; they too 
fear the independent action of the masses, which in the end can 
only turn against the predatory aims of the London "govern-" 
ment-in-'exile." Only treachery could be expected from that 
quarter. 

But the heroic fighters of Warsaw 
REACTIONARY ROLE expected a different attitute from the 
EXPOSED IN' ACTION approaching army of the Soviet state. 

The counter-revolutionary bureaucra
cy is now revealing in action what advanced workers already 
knew, namely, that its attitude toward the insurgent workers is 
no different from that of the imperialists. 

At the ~ates of Warsaw, Stalin is being forced to appear in 
his whole reactionary nakedness before the entire world. As 
yet he is attempting' to cover himself up with deception. The 
aforementioned T(J$s communique states: 

'~Tass 1s in possession of information that the London .Polish 
circles re,sponsible for the Warsaw uprising made no attempt 
to ,coordinate the revolt with the ISoviet high command. The 
responslbllty for the Warsaw happening thus Ides ,entirely with 
the Polish emigre circles 1n London." 
He hopes to ward off self-exposure by shouting "Stop, 

thief" at the .Anglo-American. imperialists with whom he is 
allied, and their Polish hirelings. Stalin unquestionably fears 
the fraternization between the revolutionary insurgents in 
Warsaw and the soldiers of the Red Army besieging it. The 
nightmare of a revolutionary. reawakening of the Soviet masses 
st,res in his face across the gates of the embattled city. 

By his own actions, Stalin has taught the masses of Poland 

that they can expect only a stab in the back from the counter
revolutionary gang in the Kremlin. They must now draw the 
lesson of this betrayal. They must organize their forces to 
counteract it. They must beware of the scoundrelly Stalinist 
agents in their midst and drive these vermin from their ranks. 

With their own armed forces they must continue their 
independent revolutionary struggle. They must organize and 
strengthen their workers .nd peasants councils. They must fight 
to establish a workers and peasants republic on socialist 
foundations. 

They must confiscate the factories and 
ROAD AHEAD FOR operate them under workers control. 
POLISH WORKERS They cannot place any confidence in 

the promises of land reforms issued 
from London or Moscow but must proceed to divide the estates 
of the robber landlords among the peasants. They will have to 
take measures to prevent the restoration of the landlord-capital
ist regime and its military oligarchy. They must establish full 
equality for all minorities. 

The Polish masses· can realize this program only in relent
less opposition and vigilant struggle against all the agents of 
the Anglo-American imperialists and of the counter-revolution
ary . Stalinist bureaucracy. They will find their most powerful 
allies in the workers of Germany who are preparing to rise 
against the shaken Nazi-Junker regime, and in the insurgent 
workers and peasants of Central Europe. They must seek to 
enlist in their common cause the rank and file soldiers of the 
Red Army, and forge bonds of solidarity with the millions of 
Soviet workers who remain true to the internationalist ideas 
and revolutionary traditions of 1917. Through their independ
ent struggle the Polish workers will inspire the Soviet masses to 
settle accounts with the hated Stalinist bureaucracy. 

Arm in arm with these allies the Polish workers must fight 
to overthrow capitalism and rid Europe of imperialist domina
tion. Their united struggle will assure the revival and extension 
of the October Revolution and lead to the firm establishment 
of the Socialist United States of Europe. 

Leon Trotsky: 1879-1940 
In his brilliant ess~y, The Role of the Individual in History, 

Plekhanov summarized the Marxist view on this subject as 
follows: 

"A great man is great not beeausehis pers()nal qualities 
give individual featulr,es to 'great bistorie events, but. because 
he 'possesses qualities which make Mm most 'Capable of serving 
the ,great social nEileds of his tilme,needs which arose as 
IS. ,result of general and particular causes. Carlyle, in his well
'known 'bo-ok on heroes and hero-worship calls great men be
g1,nnM'8. This is a very apt description. A great man is 
,precise'ly a 'beginner Ibecause he s;ees further than othe:rs and 
desires things more 8trongZy than others. He solves the 
scientifi'c problems ibrought up Iby the precedin'g process of 
intellectuai development of SOCiety; he tpOints toO the new 
social needs CTeated Iby the precedin.g development of sodal 
relationshi,ps; he takes the initiative in satisifyin'g these needs. 
He is a. hero. But he is Dlot a bero in the sense that he can 
stop the natural course of things, Ibut in .the" sense that his 
activities are the conscious and, free eXlplI'ession of this inev
itB'ble and unconsdous course. Herein lies his significance'; 
h,erein Iles his whole power." . 

Plekhanov wrote these profound words in 1898. Yet it would 
be difficult to find a more appropriate, a more exact, a more 
scientific characterization today of the genius of Leon Trolsky, 

whose untimely death at the hands of a Stalinist assassin we 
commemorate this month for the fourth year. 

Like that other revolutionary giant of our time with whose 
name his own is inseparably linked in history, like Lenin, 
Trotsky was a beginner, a hero, in more than one sense. Each, 
in his own way, traced the fundamental features of the Russian 
Revolution to come long before 1917; they saw further than 
the Mensheviks, than all the others of their generation who 
occupied themselves with the problems of Russian society. To
gether, they guided the revolution, when it came, to the success
ful establishment of the first workers state. They desired it 
more strongly than all the Martovs, than all those who· vacilla
ted at the head of the revolution which raised them to leadership. 

What They Achieved Together 
The great social needs of the time, which arose from the 

decline of capitalism and its inability to fulfill the wants of 
society, required an answer. Marxism supplied the answer: the 
international' proletarian revolution. Marxism supplied the 
theoretical weapons for its achievement in the great works of 
the beginners of modern scientific socialism, of Marx and 
Engels. 

It was in sharpening these weapons, in guarding them 
against all those who attempted to blunt them. in applying 
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them to the "new social needs created by the preceding develop
ment of social relationships," and in taking the initiative in 
satisfying them, that ,the genius of these two giants of the 
Twentieth Century consisted. 

Together they laid the foundations of the first workers state 
and led it safely through three and a half years of civil war 
and imperialist intervention. Together they conceived that state 
as a fortress of the international working class, of its world 
revolution. 

Together, in founding the Communist International, they 
upheld Marxism as the doctrine of revolutionary international
ism which had been betrayed by the social chauvinists of all 
nations in the holocaust of the first world war. 

After Lenin's death, the role of beginner, of the one who 
"sees further than others and desires things more svongly than 
others," fell to Trotsky alone. It is precisely in this latter 
period, in the period of world reaction that followed the initial 
success of the international proletarian revolution and threat .. 
ened to engulf it, that the heroic figure of Leon Trotsky stands 
out in its brightest light. The success of the revolution, the 
flood-tide of the first proletarian victory, raised from the 
depths of the people many talents. In the glow of that victory 
a whole galaxy of talented men rose to the level of the historical 
tasks. The dark, reactionary aftermath undermined this whole 
generation of titans. Stalin finished the process by the physical 
destruction of his purges. Only the greatness of Trotsky, fore
seeing and solving the new problems arising for mankind and 
taking renewed initiative in their solution, survived in that 
hattIe against the stream. 

His Struggle Against the Stream 
Philistines, petty bourgeois skeptics and cynics and others, 

demoralized by their lack of a Marxist anchor in the midst of 
the wave of working class defeats, saw only the surface pheno
mena. The whole outcome of the ebb and tide of reaction and 
revolution in the social convulsions of the post-Leninist period 
appeared in' their limited horizons only as the personal defeat 
of Trotsky. In their view Stalin won in a struggle of two 
individuals, in which the former turned out to be the weaker. 
Ah, if the "strong" Lenin had lived, everything would have been 
different, they concluded. And then-turned their backs on the 
teaching of both of the great masters. 

Infinitely more profound was the view of Krupskaya who 
shared with Lenin the years of his Marxist training as 
well as the years of his triumph. She understood what had 
happened. In 1926, when Stalin undertook the first steps in the 
repressioIl of the Trotskyist opposition, she declared: "If IIyitch 
were alive, he would be in prison today." She knew as a 
Marxist, as Plekhanov had said, that the great reyolutionist, 
like all the great, "is not a hero in the sense that he can stop 
the natural course of things, but in the sense that his activities 
are the conscious and free expression 'of this inevitable and 
unconscious course." 

"Herein lies his significance," Plekhanov concluded, "herein 
lies his whole power. But that significance is colossal, and tIie . 
power is formidable." That colossal significance, that for
midable power-which the philistines have no understanding 
of-Trotsky displayed precisely in the struggle with Stalin, 
from its inception in 1923, and particularly in the years that 
followed. 

. It was in the course. of that seventeen years' struggle that 
Trotsky, in defending Marxism, in rescuing the ideas of Lenin 
from Stalinist falsification, made his greatest contributions to 
the e~ience of the proletarian revolution. 

He and he alone, traced the degeneration of the Soviet state 
from its earliest bureaucratic manifestations until its present 
corruption under personal and totalitarian rule of Stalin. From 
the initiation of the ruinous theory of "Socialism in one 
country" through to the great betrayals that finally unleashed 
upon the working class the present devastating war. He taught 
the revolutionary workers of the world what to reject in tHis 
degenerated first workers' state as treachery to ,their class; what 
to defend in it as a conquest of the revolution of 1917 necessary 
to their further progress. 

Trotsky, and he alone, analyzed the forces in German society 
that led to the defeat of the working class and the rise of 
Nazism as a menace to the whole world proletariat. In the 
process, he armed the vanguard of the workers with the only 
strategy and the only tactics of defeating fascism-a task for 
which both social democracy and Stalinism proved themselves 
impotent and bankrupt. 

Trotsky alone exposed the nefarious role, the Menshevik 
politics of Stalinism in China. In the course of his brilliant 
polemics, he developed the whole program of the c910nial 
revolution by means of which the enslaved masses of Asia, 
Africa and South America will free themselves from imperialist 
oppression. 

Trotsky was the first to recognize and outline the enormous 
predatory role of American imperialism, rising as the most 
powerful counter-revolutionary force in the world. He was the 
first to provide the masses of Europe with the. rallying cry, 
the Socialist United States of Europe, in which the whole 
strategy of the struggle against the new imperialist colossus is 
summed up. 

Trotsky, above everyone else, detected from the beginning 
the social elements leading to revolution in Spain and in France 
and provided the theoretical arms for the revolutionists in the 
ensuing struggles there. 

Then, after Stalinist treachery aided in 'betraying the 
Spanish revolution and the French workers' struggles in 1936, 
Trotsky pointed out every l';ll0ve in world politics leading to 
the inevitable outbreak of the second imperialist war. To combat 
the depredations against the working class by means of which 
imperialism aimed to prepare itself for the new holocaust and. 
to conduct the war for the shrinking markets, Trotsky hammerea 
out the great program of Transitional Demands. As the whole 
world became transformed into an armed camp, he drew the 
sharp outlines of our proletarian military policy. 

His Legacy to the Workers 
All of these tremendous contributions were crowned in the 

foundation of the Fourth International in September 1938. Tlie 
Four,th International is Trotsky's legacy to the working class 
of the world. It is the. continuation of the party of Lenin under 
the conditions of the world reaction that engulfed and destroyed 
his Bolshevik party in the Soviet Union. It is the instrument 
trat alone is capable of overcoming this reaction and of extend
ing to a world scale the October revolution which the Bolshevik 
party began in Russia in 1917. 

Trotsky's greatness, his ability to see further, is concentrated 
above all, in this crowning achievement. All of his criticism 
of social developments led to tpe inescapable conclusion: the 
conditions jor proletarian revolution are overripe. The only 
element lacking is leadership-the tested party of the working 
class. It was to the building of this crucially imperative element 
that Trotsky particularly devoted his great brain and his almost 
super-human energy in the whole last period of his life. 

His entire life set the example for the type of party toward 
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which he strove. In his great speech "On the Foundation of 
the Fourth International" he expressed this attitude most 
succinctly: 

"On:1y the Fourth International looks with confidence at 
the futqre," he sald. "It is the world party of the socialist 
revolution! Thell"e never was a greater task on the earth. 
Upon every on,e of us rests a tremendous historical respon
sib1l1ty. Our party demands each 01 'US, totally and completely. 
Let the philistines hunt their own individuality in empty 
sps.oce. For a revolutionary to give himself entlirely to the 
party signifies finding himself. Yes our party takes ea;ch one 
of us wholly. But in return it gives to everyone of us the 
highest happiness: the consciousness that one partilCi,pates in 
Ibui'lding for a 'better futuTe, that one carries on his 8houlde~s 
a particle of the fate of mankiud" and that one's Ufe will not 
have !been lived in vain." 
He "desired things more. Jtrongly than others." And he 

strove to infuse ,the greatnes~ of his strong will into the party 
which he founded. 

Last Great Ideological Fight 
Every great revolutionist has had his epigones, his false 

disciples, those who bowdlerize and distort his great ideas. 
Marx and Engels had their epigones in the reformist revisionists 
around Bernstein and Kautsky, who corrupted and destroyed 
the Second International. Lenin's epigones were headed by 
Stalin and they laid low the'Third International. In the Fourth 
International there were candidates for the role of epigones too 
-epigones of Trotsky .• They were the revisionists of Marxism 
that arose in the Socialist Workers Party around Burnham and 
Shachtman. Fortunately, Trotsky was able, unlike Marx, Engels 
and Lenin, to confront these would-be epigones in his life time. 
The last great ideological struggle of his life, was a struggle 
in defense of Marxism in which Trotsky exposed the would-be 
epigones as outright opponent~ and enemies of the "Tro.tskyism" 
which they claimed to espouse. In the course of that struggle, 
every foundation stone of the Fourth International, from the 
organizational conception of the party to its basic theory, from 
its tactical program to the fundamental philosophy of dialectic 
materialism came under attack. Trotsky led the irrefutable 
defense. Trotsky characterized the neo-revisionism as essentially 
skepticism. ' 

"If we dare to call the pe®le for a revolutionary change of 
soci,ety, we carry a tremendous responsibUity," he explained to 
the ,petty 'bourgeois skeptics, 4'which we must oonslde!l" very 
seriously. And what is our theory, but merely the tools of our 
action? These tools are our Marxist theory 'because up to today 
we have not found 'better tools. tAworker is not fantastic a1bout 
tools-if they are the lbest tools he can 'get, he is careful with 
them; he does not 8Jbandon them or demand fantastic non
existent tools ... It Is" very characteristitc of the disappointed 
intellectual. He sees the 'War, th,e -terrible epoch ahead with 
losses, with sacrifices, and he Is afraid. He /begins to propagate 
Skepticism and st111 he 'belleves it is PosSlilble to unify skept
icism with revolutionary devotio'n. 'We can only develop a 
revolutionary devotion i,f we are sure it is rational and 
possible, and we cannot have such assurances without a work
ing theory. He who 'prop8Jgates theOiretical ske.pticism is a, 
traitor." 

I~ guarding t?e par~ against this treacherous poison, in 
provmg once agam, agamst the skeptics, the rational base of 
Marxist theory, Trotsky strengthened more than ever the revo
lutionary. devotion of its ranks. He could challenge his own 
fate in this conviction: 

"The hangmen. think in thei,r obtuseness and cynicism that 
it is !pOssiible to fri'ghten us. They err. Under blows we become 

stronger. T,he bestial ,pol1tics of Stalin are only politics ol 
des·pair. It is possible to kill dudividual soldiers Of our army, 
\but not to frighten them ... It i8 not possible to frighten 1U." 

Four Years After Trotsky's Death 
The four years since his death have only confirmed Trotsky's 

conviction over and over again. 
The assassination of the Old Man was, indeed, an irreparable 

loss to our movement. But Trotsky had already said: "Under 
blows, we become stronger." They could not frighten us ... 
The forces of Trotskyism took the blow as a challenge and reo 
doubled their efforts. 

American imperialism followed Stalin's blow with another 
heavy attack: the j ailing of the 18 leaders of the Socialist 
Workers Party. Again, as Trotsky predicted, "Under blows, we 
became stronger." We redoubled our efforts in the face of the 
new challenge. 

The heavy hand of imperialist persecution has in the latest 
instance fallen upon the British Trotskyists. Again, we can be 
sure, I he challenge wiB be met by a strengthening of our forces. 
"It is not possible to frighten us." , 

A week before the outbreak of the present war, the French 
ambassador to Germany reported to his Foreign Minister his 
historic interview with Adolph Hitler: 

"If I really think"-I (Ambassador Coulondre) observed
'~that we w11l 'be vietorious, I also have the fear that at the 
end of the war there will be only one real vietlOr: M. Trotsky." 
Interrupting me, the Chancellor shouted: "Then 'Why have you 
given Poland free reign?" 

By "M. Trotsky'\ of course, both the spokesman of French 
"democracy" and the head of German fascism meant the socialist 
revolution which Trotskyism alone represents today. As the 
present phase of the war, the defeat of Nazi imperialism, nears, 
the fears of Coulondre and Hitler are being re-echoed by the 
Allied statesmen. Vice President Wallace and former Under 
Secretary of State Sumner Welles warn of the danger of a 
"Trotskyist Germany" arising to shake all of Europe. They 
merely repeat the dread and the consternation they have heard 
expressed in the Kremlin. Stalin's murder of Trotsky could not 
lay the specter of Trotskyism. "The bestial politics of Stalin are 
only politics of despair." 

Trotsky's Forecast 
The greatness that was Trotsky-:-his role as the beginner, 

who sees further than others and desires things more strongly 
than others--has been ~oted imp~rishably in the party, in the 
International which he prepared, founded and consolidated. It 
has entered history now as an objective factor. 

The patent fears of the present rulers of the world only 
underline Trotsky's reminder: 

"We are not fa party as other parties. It is not by chance 
that the imperialist reaction persecute$ us madly, following 
furiously at our heels." 

In the knowledge that the persecutions of the imperialists 
are 'in reality futile attempts to stop the relentless course of 
history, we can gain only the greatest confidence from the fears 
they express about Trotskyism. We can share the firm conviction 
that the Old ~an expressed at the founding of the Fourth Inter
national in 1938: 

"During the next ten year$ the program of the Fourth Inter. 
national will become tke guide of millions and these revolu
tionary millions will know how to $torm earth and heaven." 
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Leon Trotsky, Revolutionary Teacher 
Of the Colonial Peoples 

By LI FU-JEN 
The development of a Marxist program and strategy for the 

colonial revolution belongs exclusively to our epoch-the epoch 
of wars and revolutions leading to the overthrow of capitalism 
and the establishment of a socialist society. It was Lenin who 
first outlined this program and straJtegy. But its detailed un
f oldment and its first concrete applications were the work of 
Leon Trotsky, Lenin's great co-worker. Trotsky's writings on 
the problems of the coknial revolution, many of which still 
awailt publication, would fill numerous volumes. They form 
an integral and indispensable part of the program and strategy 
of the world socialist revolution and rank with the greatest of 
Trotsky's immense contributions to the development of Marxist 
theory and revolutionary socialist practice. 

In a preface to the Afrikaans edition of the Communist 
Manifesto, first published by Marx and Engels in 1848, Trotsky 
observed lthat this founding document of the international social
ist movement contained no reference to the struggle of colonial 
and semi-colonial countries for national independence. This was 
due, he pointed out, to the fact that the founders of scientific 
socialism considered the socialist revolution in Europe to be, 
at most, a few years distant. The destruction of capitalism in 
Europe would "automatically" bring liberation to the oppressed 
peoples. However, history did not adhere to this optimistic time
table. Not only did the European proletariat fail to destroy 
capitalism in its classic stronghold, but capitalism penetrated 
ever more deeply into the backward colonial countries, leading 
in time to the creation of powerful national liberation move
ments. Here was a new and mighty revoluti'onary factor. Its 
emergence set up an objective need for a colonial revolutionary 
program and strategy. 

If in the period of the progressive upswing of capitalism 
the seizure of colonies was essential to enable the discharge by 
the bourgeoisie of what Marx described as their special his
toric missi'on, namely, "the establishment of 'the world market, 
at any rate in its main outlines, and of a production upon this 
basis" (Karl Marx, letter to Engels, Oct. 8, 1858}-then today, 
in the era of the decline and decay of capitalist economy, reten
tion of colonies, wi1th the opportunity to plunder their natural 
riches aDd exploit their inhabitants, has become a vital condi
tion of the very survival of capitalism on a world scale. 

Revolutionary Internationalism 
It is this profouud and demonstrable truth which furnishes 

the basis of the reciprocal inter-relationship of the socialist 
movement of the proletariat in the advanced capitalist countries 
and the national liberation movement in the colonies and semi
colonies. These latter countries embrace more than half of the 
world's population. The liberation of their inhabitants is as 
important for the working-class as their continued enslavement 
is for the oimperialist bourgeoisie. For Trotsky, this was the 
point of departure in the work of creating a colonial revolu
tionary strategy. It was the internationalist axis around which 
he always and unfailingly built. "The Communists," declared 
the Manifesto of 1848, ','everywhere support every revolutionary 

movement against the eXlsttmg social and political order of 
things." To which Trotsky added: 

"The movement olf the colored, races against their iIIllPerial
ist oppressors is one of the most important and powerful 
movements against the existing ord,er and ther,e,fore calls for 
complete, unconditional and unlimited sup'port on the part of 
the proletariat of the white race." (Leon Trotsky, "90 Years of 
the Communist Manifesto," New International, Felb., 1938.) 

National liberation movements in the colonies and semi
colonies unfolded after the first imperialist world war and 
were the immediate product of conditions created by the war. 

Growth of the Working Class 
Until the end of the nineteenth century, imperialist exploita

ti·on bore almost exclusively the character of outright robbery 
and spoliation. Economic development of colonial areas was 
confined to such measures as were necessary to aid in the extrac
tion of raw materials and the marketing of finished commodities 
produced in the capitalist countries of the West. It was British 
commercial capital, for example, which first penetrated India. 
Such industrial development as took place was incidental to the 
central aim of commercial exploitation. Britain's capitalists 
built cotton mills in Bombay only when it was discovered to be 
cheaper to process Indian-grown cotton 'on the spot, with cheap 
Indian labor, than to ship it to Lancashire for spinning and 
weaving, especially since a large part of the finished products 
was destined for sale in India and nearby countries. In line with 
the same policy, British capitalists erected cotton mills in 
Shanghai to handle the Chinese cotton crop as well as part of 
the Indian crop. 

The most important political consequence of this incidental 
industrial development was the appearance in these vast back
ward lands of an industrial proletariat, pitted against the im
perialist exploiters. Whereas foreign commercial capital had 
merely raised up an embryonic native or national bourgeoisie 
as agents of imperialism (the compradores), the foreign indus
trial capital which followed produced an industrial working
class which had a single, undisguised interest in relation to the 
imperialists-uncompromising struggle against them! 

During the first world war, when the economic pressure of 
the imperialists was relaxed because ·of preoccupa1tion with the 
military struggle in Europe, the industrial development of the 
big colonial lands took on an accelerated pace. The native 
compradores and some of the big native landowners entered the 
industrial field, creating enterprises in competi1tion with those 
of the imperialists. Thus the "national'~ bourgeoisie came· to 
flower. The industrial proletariat grew correspondingly. It was 
these developments which set the class pattern for the great 
revolutionary upheavals in the colonial countries in the decade 
after the war, above all the abortive Chinese revolution of 
1925-27. 

Class relati·ons are decisive for revolutionary Marxists in 
determining 1:he character and perspectives of revolutionary 
movement!) and the political strategy necessary to bring them 
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to fruition. The class criterion is as mandatory for the colonial 
countries as it is for the capitalist metropoli. Trotsky, following 
Marx and Lenin, insisted upon this criterion in opposition to 
Stalin and all the other revisionist opponents and betrayers of 
:socialism. It runs like a red thread through his voluminous 
speeches and writings on the problems of 'the colonial revolu
tion. Most of these speeches and writings were concerned with 
China and the Chinese revoluti'on. In the class relations of 
China are refracted the class relations of the colonies in general. 
The essence of Trotsky's thought on China will therefore furnish 
the key to revolutionary Marxist policy in the entire colonial 
question. 

Character of the Revolution 
"In its immediate aims," T:rotsky wrote in 1938, "the in

completed Chinese Revolution is ';bourgeois.' This term, how
ever, which is used as a mere echo of th;e bourgeois revolu
tions of the :past, actually 'helps us very little. Lest the histori
cal analogy turn into a trap for the mind, it is necessary to 
check it in Ithe light of a concrete sociologiical analysis. 'What 
are the classes whi!ch are struggling in China? What are the 
interrelations'Mps of these IClasses? How, land in !What direction, 
are these relations lbe-lng transformedl? What are the oibjective 
tasks of the Chinese R,erolution, 'i.e., those tasks dictated by 
the course of deve,lopment? On the shoulders 'Of w'hich classes 
rests the, solut'ion of these tasks? 

"Colonial and semi-colonial-and therefore backwa'I'd
countries, which embrace by far the greater part of mankind, 
dUfer extraordinarily from one anoth€ r in their degree of 
ba:Clk!wardness" :representing an 'historical ladder r:eaching from 
nomadry, and even canni:balism, UP to the most modern indus
t'rial culture. The 'comlbination of extremes in one degree or 
another 'charact,erizes all of the backward count,ries. However, 
the hierarchy of :bacilDwardness, if one may en'ploy sutch an 
ex:pr:ession, is determined 'by the specific weight of the ele
ments of barbarism and culture in the Ufoe of e'ach colonial 
c'ountry. Equato:ria'l Africa lags ifarbehind Alr'-er-ia, Paraguay 
behind Mexioco, A1byssinia, 'behind India or China. With their 
common economic d,ependence upon the im:>e:rialist metropoli, 
their political dep,end,ence 'be'a,rs in some instances the charruc
ter of open colonial slavery (India, EquatJrial Africa), while 
in others i,t is concealed iby the fiction of strute independence 
(China, Lat'in America). 

"In agrarian relations back'wardness finds its most organic 
and cruel expression. Not one of these countries has carried 
its democratic revolution through to any real extent. Hal'f-way 
agrarian reforms are absorbed by semi-serf relations, and these 
are ines'capa,bly reiprodiUic;ed in the Soil of poverty and oru>res
sion. Agrarian :barlbarism goes hand in hand with the absenlce 
of roads, with the isolation o:f prov'inces, wit'h 'medieval' par
Ucularism, and rubsence O'f national consciousne'ss. The purging 
()If social rela,uons of the remnants of ancient and the encrus
tations of modern feudalism is the most impDrtant task in all 
these countries. 

The National Bourgeoisie 
"The achievement of the agrarian revolution is unthinkalble, 

however, with th;e pres,ervation of dependence upon foreign 
imperia.lism, which wirth one hand implants caJpoitalist relations 
while supporting and re·creating with the other aU the forms 
of slavery and serf.d:om. The struggle for the democraJtization 
of social relations and the creation of a natiDnal stat,e thus 
uninterru!ptedly :passes into an open uprising against foreign 
domination. 

"HistorLcal back,wa,rdness does not imply a simple reprodulC
tion of the development Df advanced countries, England or 
France, with a delay of Dne, two or three centuries. It engen-

ders an entirely new 'oombined,' social formation in which the 
latest conquests 0If crupittalist techniqUe and structure root 
themselves into relations of feudal or pre-feud,al barlbarism, 
trans,forming and sulbj:ecting them and creating a pe,culiar 
relation of classes. 

"Not a single one of the tasks of ,the 'lbDurgeois' revolution 
can be solved in these ,backward countries under the leadership 
of the 'national' bourgeoisie, be'cause the latter emerges at 
OIlJce with fore,ign SUlJ)'porot as a class alien or hostile to the 
people. E:very stage in its devel()lpment ,binds it only the more 
closely to foreign finance caJpital o'f which it is ,essentially the 
agency. The petty bourgeDisie of the cDlonies, that of handi
'crrufts and trade, is the first to' fall victim in the unequal 
struggle with foreign capital, de'clining into e,conomi.c insig
nifkance, b9lcoming declas'sed and ~auperized. J.t canno.t even 
conceive of playing an independentpollUcal role. The peas
antry, the largest numerically and, the most atomiz:ed, hack
ward, and oppressed class, Is calPalble of local u:pris,ings and 
partisan warfare, but requi,r;es the lea:dershi1p of a more ad
vanced and centralized cias's in order for this strU'ggle to' be 
elevated to an all-national level. The task of such leadershilJ) 
falls in the nature of things upon the colonia,l proletariat, 
which, from its v;ery first steps, stands op'posed not only to the 
foreign hut also to its own national 'bourgeOisie." (From the 
Introduction by Leon Trotsky to Harold R. Isaacs' The Trag
edy of the Ohinese Rev'olution, London, 1938.) 

These views concerning the peculiarity of class relations 
and, consequently, the special character of "bourgeois-demo
cratic" revolutions in historically belated countries do not rest, 
as Trotsky proceeded to point out, on theore'tical analysis alone. 
They had been submitted to a "grandiose historical test" in the 
Russian revolutions of 1905 and February and October, 1917. 
These three revolutions proved beyond all question the inca
pacity of the national bourgeoisie in a backward country to 
solve the tasks of the democratic revolution. Hence the need to 
'orient the proletariat toward the seizure of power. Lenin put the 
matter thus: 

"Our revolution is a >bourgeois 'fevoluti'on, the workers must 
sUlp!port the bourgeoisie-say the w(),l~thless politicians from 
the camp of the liquidators. Our revolution is a b01urgeois 
revolutoion, say we who are Marxists. The worlkers must open 
the eyes of ,the people to' the fraud· of 'the bourgeois poUtlcians, 
teruch them not to place trust -in Ipromises and to rely on their 
OWN forces, on their OWN organization, 'On their OWN unity, 
and 'On their OWN wewpons alone." (Lenin, Works, Vol. :X:IV, 
lpar,t 1, _p. 11.) 

The Chinese Catastrophe 
In the case of Czarist Russia the Bolshevik theory of the 

hegemony of the proletariat in the revolution received positive 
vindication in the victorious October overturn. The Russian 
workers, allied with the lower layers of the peasantry, and led 
by the Bolshevik Party, overthrew both Czarism and capitalism. 
The tasks of the democratic revolution were solved through the 
dicta1torship of the proletariat, which then proceeded to socialist 
tasks. 

In China, on the contrary, the theory of proletarian hege
mony, the very core of Bolshevik policy, received negative 
confirmation in a monstrous revolutionary catastrophe. Stalin 
and Bukharin, the then theoreticians of 'the Communist Interna
tional, chopped the historic process into separate, independent 
stages in accordance with a lifeless schema which decreed that 
only the "democratic" revoluti'on was on the order of the day 
and Ithat consequently the leadership of the revolution belonged 
and could only belong to the bourgeoisie. The formula of the 
"democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry," 
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which Lenin had discarded in 1917 in faV'or of the proletarian 
dictatorship, was revived and expanded into the infamous "bloG 
of four classes," prototype of the so-called Popular Fronts of 
later years. In this bloc-in reality a bloc of party tops and 
nothing else-the right to represent the peasantry was given to 
the party of the national bourgeoisie, the Kuomintang. The 
Communist Party, the party of the proletariat, gave up its politi
cal independence and entered the Kuomintang. The workers 
were thereby subordinated to the political control of the na
tional bourgeoisie. And this criminal break with proletarian 
class policy, this disregard of the plain lessons of Russian 
revolutionary history, this rejection of the still fresh teachings 
of Lenin, was palmed off on the young and inexperienced 
Chinese Communist Party as-Bolshevism! 

In order to justify this treacherous policy of class collabora
tion, Stalin-Bukharin adduced the fact of imperialist oppression 
which supposedly impelled "all the progressive forces in the 
oountry" toward an alliance against imperialism. Thus the 
national bourgeoisie was invested with a progressive role, that 
of a fighter against imperialism for national liberation. But 
this, as Trotsky pointed out, "was precisely in its day the 
argument of the Russian Mensheviks, with the difference' that 
in their case the place of imperialism was occupied by Czarism." 

Bourgeois Counter-Revolution 
As we have already seen, the national bourgeoisie is incapa

ble of conducting a progressive fight, a fight to the end, to 
realize the aims of the democratic revolution, foremost of which, 
in the colonial countries, is the destruction of imperialist domi
nation. This incapacity has a dual basis: 1. The close ties of the 
bourgeoisie with the imperialists and the elements of rural 
reaotion; 2. Fear of mobilizing the masses, who, in the high tide 
of the struggle must inevitably pass over to the fight for the 
destruction of bourgeois property. But when the masses rise 
against imperialism as they did in China in 1925-27, the bour
geoisie endeavors to take charge of the movement and to use 
it to extract concessions from the imperialists. It then stamps 
upon the revolutionary masses and drives them back to their 
old slavery. Such, in reality, is the character of the "demo
cratic" revolution. under bourgeois leadership. 

Nevertheless, insisted Stalin-Bukharin, Chiang Kai-shek (the 
leader of the Chinese nati'onal bourgeoisie) was conducting a 
struggle against imperialism. And. so it really appeared to the 
superficial minds in the Kremlin. Actually Chiang was engaged 
in a limited struggle against certain militarists who were the 
agents of a single imperialist power-Britain-in the hope 
merely of forcing concessions from the imperialist overlords of 
the country. This is not the same thing as a principled all-out 
struggle to the finish against the entire sys'tem of imperialist 
domination. Today Chiang Kai-shek conducts a fight against 
Japanese imperialism, and in the process passes into the service 
of Anglo-American imperialism, thus preparing a new slavery 
for the Chinese nation. The alleged anti-imperialist role of the 
national bourgeoisie was sharply characterized by Trotsky in 
words which he sought to burn into the consciousness of the 
revoluti'onary vanguard: 

uTh,e so-called 'national' bourgeoisie tolerates all forms of 
national degradation so long as it can hope to maintain its 
own privileged existence. But at the moment when foreign 
oaplotal sets out 'to assume undivided domination of the entire 
wealth of the country, the colonial bourgeoisie is forced to 
remind itself of its 'national' obligations. Under pressure of 
the masses it may even find itself plunged into a war. Brut 
tbis w1l1 be a war waged against one Otf the iihperiallst !powers, 

th,e one least amenalble to negotiations, wi th the hope of ,pass
ing into the serv'ice of some other, IDoo.re magnanimous power. 
Chiang Kai-shek struggles against the JaJPanese violators only 
within the limits indicated to him by his British or American 
patrons. Only that class which has nothing to lose but its 
chains can conduct toO the very end the war against im!perial
ism for national emancipation." (From the Introduction by 
Leon Trotsky to Harold R. Isaaocs' The Tragedll of the Ohinese 
Revolution.) 

The Lesson of China 
According to Stalin-Bukharin, the policy of the bloc of four 

classes was to lead to completion of the democratic revolution 
in China and thus open the road to the socialist dictatorship of 
the proletariat. What happened is a matter 'of history. Chiang 
Kai-shek, instead of leading a "democratic" revolution, emerged 
as the leader of a triumphant counter-revolution. The shaken 
imperialists recovered all their positions. The agrarian problem 
remained unsolved. What does all1his mean for future revolu
tionary policy? 

It means-and this is the most vital part of the lesson 
which Trotsky taught to the new revolutionary cadres-that 
between the bourgeois-military dictatorship of Chiang Kai-shek 
and the dictatorship of the proletariat there can be no interme
diate "democratic" regime. It means that if, in the high tide of 
the coming colonial revolutions, the proletarian vanguard party 
should seek to bring about the establishment of such a regime, 
instead of orienting the workers toward the seizure of power 
and the creation of a proletarian dictatorship, only fresh revo
lutionary catastrophes can result. 

Almost as if answering in advance the false and treacherous 
policies of the Stalinist betrayers of the Chinese revolution
particularly the stupid Menshevik theory of stages-Lenin in 
his famous April Theses, written in April, 1917 to rearm the 
Bolshevik Party and prepare its revolutionary triumph, had 
proclaimed the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat 
to be the sole means of carrying through the agrarian revolution 
to the end and of winning freedom for oppressed peoples. But 
the regime of proletarian dictatorship could not, because of its 
very nature, limit itself to bourgeois-democratic tasks within the 
framework of bourgeois property relations. The rule of the 
proletariat automatically places the socialist revolution-de
struction of bourgeois property relations and the liquidation of 
class rule-on the order of the day. The socialist revolution is 
thus uninterruptedly linked to the democratic revolution and is 
an organic outgrowth of it. 

Theory of Permanent Revolution 
"Such was (Trotsky observes), in broad outline, the essence 

of the conception of the permanent (uninterrupted) revolution. 
It was precisely this conception that guaranteed the victory of 
the proletariat in October." (Idem.) In China, it was the viola
tion of this Bolshevik conception, or, more accurately, its out
right rejection, that guaranteed the victory of Chiang Kai-shek 
and the bourgeois counter-revolution. 

The theory of permanent revolution was originated by Marx. 
Lenin made of it a powerful lever of revolutionary victory. 
Trotsky, the authentic continuator of the work of Marx and 
Lenin, defended and developed the theory in its manifold 
aspects in the course of nearly two decades of struggle against 
the Stalinist falsifiers and betrayers, ,thereby rearming the revo
lutionary vanguard in preparati'on for future great struggles. 
Trotsky's writings on the permanent revolution are the theoreti
cal mainspring of proletarian revolutionary strategy and are 
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an obligatory study for all who aspire to lead the working-class 
in the struggle for socialism, whether in the capitalist countries 
of the West or in the backward colonial countries. The theory 
of the permanent revolution is the Marxist antithesis of the 
reactionary theory of socialism in one country which, under 
Stalin, became the official' state doctrine of the Soviet Union. 
It also stands in diametrical opposition to Stalin's Menshevik 
policies which brought the Chinese revolution to disaster. 

"The permanent reV'Olution, in the sense which Marx at
tached t'O the conoo:ption," wrote Trotsky, "moons a revolution 
which makes no compromise with any form of class rule, 
which does not stop at the democratic stage, which goes over 
to socialist measures and t'O war against the reaction from 
without, that is, a revolution wh'OSe every next stage Is anchored 
in the preceding one and which can onlT end in the cOIIllPle.te 
Uquidation of all class society." (Leon Trotsky, Introduction 
to The Perma~nt RevoZution, New York. 1981, p. xxxii.) 

Trotsky Explains Theory 
What does this mean for the so-called backward countries, 

the colonies and semi-colonies? Trotsky proceeds to explain: 

"With regard to th~ countries wtth a belated development, 
especially ;Ute colonial and semi-colonial countries, the theory 
of the permanent revolution signifies that the comple.te and 
genuin,e 9Olution at their tasks, t%emocrattc and nat~onaZ eman-

. cipation, is conceivalble only through the dic.tatorship of the 
proletariat as the leader of the su'bjugated nation, above all of 
its peasant masses. 

"Not only the agrarian, but also .the naHonal question, as
&i'gns to the peasantry, the ov~rwhelming majority of the 
population of backward C'ountries, an important place in the 
democratic revolution. Without an a'lUaruce of .the tproletariat 
with the peasantry, the tasks of the democratic revolution 
cannot be solv&d, nor ~ven seriousl, posed. But the alliance of 
these two classes can be reallzed in no other way, .than through 
an intransigent struggle agaiJlS.t the influence of the national 
lifberal bourgeoisie. 

''The dictatorsMp of the proletaria.t which has risen to 
power as the leader of the democratic revolution is Inevitably 

. and very quickly pla'Ced ·before tasks that are bound up with 
deep inroads ·into ·the rights of bourgeoios property. Th,e demo
cratic revolution grows over Immediately Into the soo1alist, 
and ther&by becomes a permanent revolution. 

"The conquest ()f power by the proletariat does not term:i
nat~ the .revolution, but only opens it. 8ooia11st construction 
i8 conceivable only on the foundation of ,the class struggle, on 
a national and international scale. The struggle, under the 
conditions of an ov~helming p~domlnance of capitalist re
lations·Mps on the world arena, will inevitably lead to eXlPlo
slons, that 18, internally to civil wars, and externally to 
revolu'tionary wars. Therein lle8 the permanent character. of 
the socialist revolution as such, ~gardless of ,whether it is a 
baomwar,dI country that Is involved, which only yesterday 
accoIIllP1'lshed Its democratic revolution, or an old capitalist 
country, which already has behind it a lon·g epoch of democ
racy and parliamentarism. 

"The completion of the socialist revolution within national 
Umits Is unthinkable. One of the basic ~asons for the crisis 
In bourgeOis society is the fact that the productive forees 
created by it conflict with the framework of the national state. 
From this fol'1~w, on the one hand, imperialist wars, and on 
the other, ,the utopia ()f the bo1lJl'geois United States of Europe. 
The sociaHst rerolution commences on the national a.rena, is 
developed, further on the inter"8tate and finally on the world 
arena. Thus, the soc1al1st revolution 'OOcom,es & permanent 
revolution In a newer and broader sense of the word; it at
tailla completion only in the final vlotory of the new society 

on our entire planet." (Leon Tro.tsky. The Permanent RevoZu
tion, pp. 151-155.) 

In the domain of practical politics, these views of the char
acter and class dynamics of the revolution obligate the party 
of the revolutionary vanguard in the colonial countries to a 
policy of irreconcilable struggle against imperialism and its 
native ally, the national bourgeoisie. It must not pennit itself 
to be led into a policy of class conciliation and class collabora
tion when the national bourgeoisie, for its own class reasons, 
displays a "left" face to the masses, as did Chiang Kai-shek. 
It must remain completely independent of all other parties and 
enter into no blocs or alliances with them. It must not mix its 
own class banner with the banners of other classes and parties, 
much less kneel before another's banner. It must keep unswerv
ingly to the single aim of leading the proletariat toward the 
conquest of power in alliance with the masses of peasants. 

During the revolutionary crisis in China, Trotsky strove to 
imbue' the Communist International with these fundamental 
revolutionary ideas, and through the C.I. to deflect the Chinese 
Communist Party from the fatal opportunistic course to which 
it was being held by Moscow. To no avail. Reaction against the 
Leninist ideas of the October Revolution was mounting. The 
Chinese revolution went down in disastrous defeat. Trotsky and 
the Bolshevik-Leninists of the Left Opposition were expelled 
from the ranks of the Russian party. Trotsky himself was exiled. 

This was not, as bourgeois commentators believed, ~ mere 
personal defeat for Trotsky. It was a defeat for' Bolshevism, a 
defeat for Marxism and Leninism. This defeat reflected the 
growth of reaction both within and without the Soviet Union. 
Thus Trotsky appraised what had occurred. But Trosky was not 
lonly a revolutionary Marxist theoretician. He was also an 
active revolutionist. For him the defeat of the Chinese revolu
tion, and th~ triumph of Stalinism in the Soviet Union and 
the Communist International, called for a Marxist analysis in 
order to avoid future catastrophes and clear the road for future 
revolutionary victories. The first need was to understand what 
had happened, and why, in order to furnish a basis for re
grouping and rearming the revolutionary vanguard. 

Rearming the Vanguqrd 
Trotsky's efforts to steer the Chinese Communist Party on to 

a correct revolutionary path in the great and tragic events of 
1925-27 had a great preparatory value for this later work. 
Several thousand young Chinese Communists had gone to Mos
cow for training in the Communist University of the Toilers of 
the East. A large number of them, influenced by Trotsky's tire
less fight to guide the Chinese revolution toward victory, joined 
the ranks of the Left Opposition. Most of the remainder were 
silent adherents of Trotsky's Bolshevik program. On November 
7, 1927, the tenth anniversary of the October Revolution, when 
Stalin was preparing to exile Trotsky from the Soviet Union, 
the young Chinese revolutionists paraded through Moscow's Red 
Square with other foreign Communist delegations. On the ban
ners which they carried were inscribed the slogans deemed 
appropriate by the Stalinist controlling clique. But as they 
passed in front of Stalin they flipped the banners over and 
disclosed a slogan reading: "Long Live Trotsky!" This was not 
just a personal tribute to Lenin's greatest comrade-in-arms, but 
a declaration of solidarity with his ideas. The banner-bearers 
were ar~ested and later murdered by Stalin's counter-revolu
tionary regime. A few-very few-of the Chinese revolutionists 
in Moscow at that time escaped the blood-purge and managed to 
return to China to form the nucleus of the Left Opposition 
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which later became the Chinese section of the Fourth Inter
national. 

In his first place of exile, in Alma Ata, Trotsky set himself 
ihe task of analyzing the revolutionary disaster in China. The 
Stalinist clique in Moscow sought to make the Chinese Gommu
nists the scapegoats and to prevent any real discussion of what 
had occurred. Trotsky, however, insisted on dragging the whole 
lamentable story into broad daylight, drawing from it all the 
necessary lessons, in order to lay bare the mainsprings 'of' the 
defeat and prepare for future victory. For, as he said, "one 
unexposed and uncondemned error always leads to another, o.r 
prepares the ground for it." In this essential work he had in 
mind not 'only the arrival-even if with some delay-of a new 
revolutionary situation in China, but the future of the entire 
colonial revolutionary movement. In Alma Ata he wrote: 

"The lessons of the second Chinese revolut'ion are lessons 
for the entire Cornintern, hut primarily for all the countries 
of the Ori;ent. All the al'~umeI1ts presented in defense o,f the 
Menshevik line in the Chinese revolution must, if we take 
them seriously, hold trebly good for India. The imperialist 
yo,ke assumes in India,' the classic colony, infinitely more 
dir;ect and palpaible forms than in China. The survivals of 
feudal and ser,f rel~at'ions in India are, immeasuraJbly deeper 
and greater. Nevertheless, or rather precisely fOlr this reason, 
the methods which, a,ppli:eod in China, undermined the re'Volu
tion, must result in India in even more fatal consequences. 
The overthrow of HindiU feudalism anod of the Anglo-Hindu 
bureaucra'cy and British miUtal'ism can be 8,iCCompUshed only 
by a gi,ganUc and an indomitable movement 'of the popular 
mass:es whi'ch preclsely 'because of it-s powerful swee:p and 
irresistibility, its international aims and ties, cannot toleTate 
any half-way and compromising opportunist measures on the 
part of the leadership." (Leon Trotsky, The Third, Int'erna.
tional After Lenin, New YOl'lk, 1936, p. 212.) 

From his various places of exile, first in Alma Ata, later in 
Turkey, France, Norway and Mexico, Trotsky followed with 
passionate interest the regroupment of the revolutionary van
guard in the colonial countries, first as cadres of the Left 
Opposition, later as sections of the Fourth International, on the 
basis of ,the Bolshevik-Leninist program. It was largely due to 
his efforts, brought to bear through participation from afar in 
their discussions, that three separate groups of Chinese Left 
Oppositionists were united in the year 1931 to form the Com
munist League of China, now ,the Chinese section of the Fourth 
International. And it was on the basis of Trotsky's teachings on 
the colonial re:volution-above all the lessons which he drew 
from the abortive Chinese revolution-that sections of the 
F'ourth Interna'tional later grew up in India, Ceylon and Indo
China and in the semi-colonial countries of Latin America. 

Letter to Indian Workers 
One of the last documents which Trotsky wrote was a letter 

to the workers of India on the eve of the outbreak of the second 
imperialist world war. He foresaw, under the conditions of a 
new imperialist conflict, a mighty resurgence of India's struggle 
for national liberation and took occasion to repeat his oft
voiced warning of the treacherous nature' of the national bour
geoisie and the inevitability of defea;t of India's liberating 
struggle unless the proletariat, under the banner of its own 
revolutionary party, assumed the leadership of the masses and 
carried the struggle through to the very end. 

"The Indian bourgeoisie,'" h;e wrote, reiterating for the 
hundredth time what has become an elementary Marxist 
,tJruism, "is inca'pa,;ble of leadill'g a rev;oluUonary struglgle. They 

are closely bound up with and depe'ndent upon British im
p:erialism. They tremble for the'i,r own p'roperty. They stand in 
fear of the masses. They seek cOIDlpromises with British im
periaUsm no matter what the price and lull ,the Indian masses 
with hope OIf reforms from albove. The leader and pr()lphet oif 
this bourgeoisie is Gandhi. A fake leader and a false IPrOlPhet! 
... In the event that the Ind'ian bourgeoofsie finds itself com
pelled to take even the t'iniest step on the road of struggle 
against the arlbitrary ,rule of Great Britain, th,e proletariat will 
naturally support such a step. But they will support it with 
their own methods: mass meetings, boid slogans, strikes, 
demonstrations and more decisiv;e com/bat actions, depending 
on the relationship ()If forces and the .c1:rcumstances. Precisely 
to do this must the' proletariat ha,ve its hands free. CoIIllPlete 
IndependeUi(~:e from the bourgeoisie is Indl'S1pensable to the ,pro

leta~iat, albove all in order to exert iIlifluenlOO on the peasantry, 
the ,predominant mass of Ind'ia's p().pulation. Only the prole
tariat is capable of adVancing a bold, revolutionary agrarian 
program, ()If rousing and rallying tens of millions of peasants 
and lead.fn,g them in struglgle a:gainst the native oppressors 
and British imperial'ism. The alliance of workers an,d, poor 
peasants is the only honest, rel18/ble al1iance, that can assure 
the fina,.l vic'tory of the Indian re'Volution." (Loon Tr().ts'ky, 
"An Open 'L:etteT to the WOrlkers of India," CoY'Qacan, July 
25, 19'39, New International, S~pt., 19'39.) 

How fresh these words sound today, now that Gandhi, once 
again, seeks to make his peace with British imperialism after 
pretending, in the opening period of the war, to really lead the 
independence struggle of the Indian masses! 

TRIBUTE TO THE OLD MAN BY 
THE CHINESE TROTSKYISTS 

The following tribute to Leon Trotsky by the Communist 
League of China, Chinese section of the Fourth International, 
was published in Shanghai at the time of the murder oj the 
Old Man by Stalin's hired assassin. This translation is the first 
that has ever been printed abroad: 

"By the death of Leon Trotsky, the workers and oppressed 
peoples of all the world, including China, have lost their most 
gifted and ardent champion. Tirelessly and selflessly and with
out thought for his p~rsonal welfare or safety, he battled for 
more than 40 years in the ,cause of the downtrodden and 
oppressed. To this great liberating struggle he brought a diver
sity of Italents rarely given lo a single man. Together with Lenin 
he led the Russian Revolution to victory and created the Red 
Army which fought off its enemies. Despite the later degenera
tion of the Soviet state, he continued ills most able revolutionary 
defender and labored indefatigably for its revival by promoting 
the cause ,of the international socialist revolution. 

"He kept undeviatingly to !this course in the face of streams 
of slander, monstrous frame-ups and continual threats against 
his life by the Kremlin clique and their hired agents. 

"The hand of Stalin, guiding the hand of the assassin who 
encompassed his death, has brought the career of the great 
revolutionist to a premature end. In his writings arid labors, as 
well as by his exemplary life as a man and a revolutionist, 
Leon Trotsky has bequeathed a rich heritage to the international 
proletariat and all the oppressed. Under the banner which he 
unfurled and so bravely upheld until his last breath-the ban
ner of the Fourth International-his great work will reach 
fruition. This will be an imperishable monument to Leon 
Trotsky, who lived and died for the emancipation of mankind." 

I 
I 
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Trotsky on America's Role in Europe 
By WILLIAM SIMMONS 

At the time of the United States intervention in European 
affairs following the defeat of the German proletariat in 1923, 
Trotsky raised within the Comintern the important issue of the 
American imperialist struggle for world hegemony. Trotsky 
proceeded in his analysis from the idea that "world economy is 
a mighty reality which holds sway over the economy of individ
ual countries and continents": a genuinely internationalis't 
approach. From then on that question became one of the major 
issues of conflict between Trotsky and the Left Opposition on 
the one side, and the Stalin bureaucracy on the other. 

Trotsky did not raise the issue of American imperialist ex
pansion merely for theoretical discussion. He sounded a warn
ing to the proletariat, and particularly to its leadership at that 
time, the Comintern, to prepare itself for the revolutionary 
situations that were bound to ensue from this unbridled ex
pansion. 

European Capitalism's Blind Alley 
The development of the United States, said Trotsky, has 

driven European capitalism into a blind alley. It has placed 
Europe on more limited rations in world economy. For Europe 
this is "s. situation ten times worse than before: the same 
capitalist social forms, but more reactionary; the same tariff 
walls, but more rigid; the same frontiers but, narrower; the 
same armies but more numerous; an increased indebtedness; a 
more restricted market. . . . If today England rises a little, it 
is at the expense of Germany; tomorrow it will be Germany's 
turn to rise at the expense of IEngland. If you find a surplus of 
the trade balance of one country, you must seek for a cor· 
responding deficit in the trade balance Qf another country •••• 
European ,capitalism has become reactionary in the absolute 
sense of the term, that is, not only is it unable to lead the 
nations forward, but it is even incapable of maintaining for 
them living standards long ago attained. Precisely this consti· 
tutes the economic basis of our revolutionary epoch. Political 
ebbs and flows unfold on this basis without in any way alter
ing it." 

Later on, when he submitted his criticism of the draft pro
gram of the Comintern to the sixth congress, Trotsky formulated 
the question still more concisely: 

"Furthermore," he declared (referring to the draft, ¢o
gram), "it has not been made clear that the in~vitable further 
development of American expansion, the contraction of the 
markets of European capitalism, including the European market 
itself, entails the greatest military, economic and revolutionary 
disturbances such as will leave all disturbances of the past in 
the shade." 

"It has not been made clear that the inevitable further on
slaught of the United States will place capitalist Europe on a 
constantly more limitted ration in world economy which" of 
course, does not involve a mitigation, but on the contrary, a 
monstrous sharpening of the inter-State relations in . Europe 
with furious paroxysms of military conflicts, because States as 
well as classes, are even more frantically fighting for a hunger 
ration, nay, a diminishing ration, than for a lavish and grow. 
ing ration." 

"In the draft it has not been made clear that the internal 
chaos of tthe State antagonisms of Europe render hopeless a 

more or less serious and successful resistance to the constantly 
more centralized North American republic and that the over
coming of the European chaos in the form of the Soviet United 
States of Europe is one of the first tasks of the proletarian 
revolution, which, in not the least degree as a result precisely 
of State barriers, is much closer in Europe than in America and 
which will therefore most likely have Ito be defended from the 
North American bourgeoisie." 

Revolutionary Solution of Problem 
To those who tried to minimize the issue raised by Trotsky, 

by referring to the imminent economic and industrial crisis in 
the United States, he replied: "In a critical epoch the hegemony 
of the United States will prove even more complete, more open, 
more ruthless, than in the period of boom." . 

Needless to say, Trotsky's warning was not heeded by the 
Cominlern and his prognosis was, from the outset, met with a 
hail of abuse by the Stalin bureaucracy. The most diversified 
accusations were leveled against him. He was accused of a 
pacifist denial of the existence of European contradictions. He 
was accused of acceptance of Kautsky's theory of ultra imperial. 
ism, and of many other sins. The simple truth of the matter was 
that Trotsky's international approach, his prognosis as well as 
the conclusions he drew therefrom, ran exactly counter to the 
reactionary Stalinist theory of "socialism in one country." These 
'basic differences have, of course, been vastly accentuated since 
then. In fact they are in the very crucible of world politics 
today. 

Trotsky's Analysis Verified 
History brougbt its own verification of Trotsky's analysis. 

The dialectic interplay of world relations created by the United 
States advance has, indeed, erupted in violent outbursts. The 
monstrous sharpening of inter-Sta'1:e relations in Europe has 
'actually brought furious paroxysms of military conflicts. The 
advent of Hitler only accelerated the pace, and the fury. Events 

tare now moving in more rapid strides toward the climax of 
our revolutionary epoch. 

But history has also added a new chapter. It is as yet un
finished, but nevertheless destined tto command major attention 
in the days ahead. Trotsky indicated the main outlines of this 
new chapter before his assassination; but he did not live to see 
it unfold in all its fearsome consequences. 

While the might of. American imperialism is pervading the 
entire planet, the red star of the Soviet Union grows more 
luminous. The great achievements of the Red Army have thrust 
the Soviet Union forward to a position to be reckoned with 
seriously even by the dominant American imperialists. To them 
this question is indeed paradoxical. On the one hand they see 
the enormous proletarian power embodied in the nationalized 
economy. On the other, Stalin, heading it, reveals himself as 
their friend and ally. They know that there can be no lasting 
peace between nationalized economy and capitalist economy. 
That is not their aim. Which will prevail? That is the question 
plaguing the rampaging imperialists. And so, history is already 
raising the curtain for the plost gigantic conflict still to come. 

But the Stalin bureaucracy has turned the lessons of Octo-
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ber entirely upside down. It atttempts to transform the Soviet 
Union, created as a bridge to the world revolution, into a 
harrier· against it. In the advancing revolution it sees its own 
doom. Consequently, Lenin's struggle against imperialism has 
been perverted by Stalin into collaboration and political agree
ment with imperialism. Stalin has only now, twenty years after 
T,rotsky's warning, recognized the expansion and the power of 
the North American republic. Moreover, he has accepted its 
world hegemony as an already established fact. Now he is 
endeavoring to subordinate the Soviet Union to the economic, 
political and military might of the capitalist United States for 
the defeat of the European revolution. For the European revo
lution is t~e specter haunting them both. 

American Imperialism at the 
Soviet Frontier 

With the doom of Hitler-and this is a foregone conclusion 
-the power of the United States will virtually touch the borders 
of the Soviet UniDn. Will this then mean that it has thereby 
settled the problem of Europe? No! On the cDntrary. That 
problem will then really arise in all its complexity. 

An unofficial spDkesman for the Roosevelt administration, 
Forest Davis, has made this quite clear by his statement that 
"when Germany falls, there will be no military power, no 
barrier, between the Soviet UniDn and the English Channel." 
In the strict sense of his terminolDgy this is perfectly true. 
Whatever border lines the imperialist chess-players may draw; 
wha1tever interim bourgeois democratic regimes they may be 
forced to support, with or without the cDnnivance of Stalin; 
and even backed by a "united nations" police force, these can 
furnish no more stable equilibrium than when European C?api
talism was originally driven into its blind alley. In the world 
of reality, however, there will be a pDwer between the Soviet 
Union and the English Channel-and it will have supporters 
across the ChanneL When Hitler falls, the revolutionary prole
tariat will be the decisive power in Europe. And that is the 
power destined to begin the end of the capitalist system. 

,This is the reason why the United States is again primarily 
preoccupied in European affairs, eCDnomically, pDlitically and 
militarily. Its overwhelming prepDnderance in world economy, 
and its struggle for complete hegemDny, makes this mandatory. 
The more it advances, the more itt becomes interested in main
taining "order" in every corner of the globe. Obviously this 
means the maintenance Df the capitalist order. 

Soviet Economy and the 
European Revolution 

Then what about the mighty pDwer represented by the 
nationalized economy of the U.S.S.R.? In many ways, and in 
spite of the Kremlin oligarchy, this power is inextricably bDund 
up with the dawning of the new day in Europe. It is bound up 
as well with the present threat to- the capitalist econDmic system. 
Even now the victoties Df the Red Army and those of the allied 
armies do not have the same meaning in the minds of the 
European masses. Nor are the results the same. 

Inadvertently the unofficial spokesman fDr the Roosevelt 
administration submills the evidence when he says: "The admin
istration'~ Russian policy becomes the cornerstone of its ap
proach to the whole complex Df pDst·war Europe. . . . Central 
and Eastern Europe is in our war diplomacy Df planning for 
the future the important point where the Western pDwers meet 
tpe dynamics Df the Soviet Union." And the unofficial spDkes-

man hastens to make it really clear that the concept he is 
defending is thaJt of a world policy and of world conquests. He 
hastens to make it clear that at the present cDnjuncture this 
embraces the whole of Europe, including the Soviet Union, 
when he adds, "the focal point of the United States diplomacy 
is Moscow .... Why? Because political activity radiating from 
Moscow concentrates attention upon the lands into which the 
Red Army is likely to march." The lands are named: Poland, 
Finland, the Danube Basin, the Balkans, and Germany. 

But the relations of WashingtDn and Moscow to the post. 
war problems of Europe are completely contradictory. On the 
threshold Df the great revDlutionary events in Europe, Roosevelt 
placaltes Stalin and plays upon his fears of these events. He 
seeks to enlist the Kremlin oligarchy for a joint partnership to 
strangle the European revolution. 

Foreseeing St~lin making such a choice, Trotsky wrote in 
an article in Liberty, January 1940, in which he discussed the 
Stalin· Hitler pact: "Stalin is completely ready to repeat his 
Spanish performance Dn a wDrld wide scale, with the hope of 
better success this time in buying the friendly attitude of the 
future victors through having prDved thaJt no one better than 
he can curb the Red specter, which for terminological con· 
venience will again be labeled 'Trotskyism'." 

Yet, Stalin's fear of, and hostility toward, the proletarian 
revolution are entirely matched by the American imperialist 
fears of and hostility toward the Soviet state and its national
ized economy. So long as its means of production remain 
national prDperty, backed up by the state monopoly of fo~eign 
trade, it will constitute an insurmountable barrier in the way of 
complete American world hegemony. And,' to the same degree, 
it will remain an inspiration and an example for the proletarian 
revolultion to follow in other countries.· Therefore, if expressed 
forthrightly and bluntly, the statement by the unofficial spokes. 
man, quoted above, woul~ read: Contro~ of Europe and the 
maintenance of its capitalist system presupposes the annihila
tion, or aJt least the complete neutralization, of the Soviet Union. 

Contradictions of the Kremlin Oligarchy 
However, the contradictions in this situation beset the Krem· 

lin oligarchy itself. A partnership to strangle the European 
revolution, if successful, wDuld destroy the only real support 
of the Soviet Union. Simultaneously, and antagonistically, it 
would leave the field open for inundation by American eco· 
nomic and political control. On very gODd grounds the Kremlin 
oligarchy fears any attempt by the United States to consolidate 

,its power and hegemDny over Europe. That would bring to the 
Soviet borders a foe much mDre formidable than Hitler's 
Germany. 

Of course, the Stalinist 'bureaucracy is committed to the 
defense of the Soviet border. Motivated by sheer self.preserva. 
tion, it will be compelled, in order to forestall a bigger and 
more deadly assault, to strive for tthe extension ?f these borders 
further westward, in one form or another. In fact, plans are 
already being hatched within the Kremlin walls for the building 
of its own cordDn sanitaire. Poland and Yugoslavia are now 
being drawn into. its orbit. Simultaneously the Kremlin masters 
no doubt nourish the yague hope that they will be able to 
subordinate the European revolutiDn to their own bureaucratic 
interests by extending the specific sphere of Stalinist influence. 
That much is indicated by Stalin's decree of a federation Df 
"autonomous" republics. In Dther wDrds-a Stalinized federa
tion of Europe as against a Socialist United States of Europe. 

Trotsky, in his Liberty article mentiDned abDve, already 
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gave the undeniable answer to such "hopes." Referring specific
ally to Germany, he said: "The totalitarian regime can be 
crushed only by a tremendous attack on the part of the German 
workers. They will carry out their revolution, surely, not in 
order to replace Hitler by a Hohenzollern or Stalin." 

Trotsky added: "The victory of the popular masses over the 
Nazi tyranny will be one of the greatest explosions in world 
history and will immediately change the face of Europe. The 
wave of awakening hope, enthusiasm, will not stop at the 
hermetic border$ of the U.S.S.R. The popular masses of the 
Soviet Union hate tthe greedy and cruel ruling caste. Their hate 
is only dampened by the idea; imperialism is watching us. 
Revolution in the West will deprive the Kremlin oligarchy of 
its sole right to political existence." 

Trotsky's Prediction 
In the relations between Roosevelt and Stalin, each personi

fying in his own way a mighty power, insurmountable contra
dictjons remain the outstanding characteristic of their respective 
political positions. At the same time these individual positions 
furnish a classic example 'Of the interpenetration of opposites. 

Stalin and his bureaucracy at the head of the Soviet repub
lic, which was created originally as a bridge to the world 
revolution, have become Great Russian nationalists. This is an 
inevitable outcome of the reaotionary theory of "socialism in 
one country." At the same time the "nationalism" of this 
bureaucracy is also its exact opposite. It is that of a usurping 

, clique having attained ilts power against the Soviet nation, for 
the Kremlin oligarchy is motivated in all its political acts solely 
by the idea of the preservation of its own power and privilege. 
Essentially, this is what spells its inevitable doom. 

Roosevelt, on tthe other hand, heading the most powerful 
national capitalist aggregation, which was able in past decades 
to expand on its own national territory, has now made "inter
nationalism" his basic political thesis. This is dictated, of 
course, by tthe struggle of American imperialism for world 
hegemony. Yet, simukaneously this "internationalism" repre
sents the exact opposite of extreme nationalism. It is even more 
the latter than the former, for in its onslaught in every corner 
of the globe American imperialism is attempting to subordinate 
the rest of the world to its specific national aims. Precisely this, 
however, will also prove its fatal weakness. 

On this particular point Trotsky also drew the unassailable 
conclusion, as valid today as when it was submitted in his 
criticism of Ithe Comintern draft program: 

"On the other hand it has been left entirely unmentioned
and this is not the least important phase of the. same world 
pro,blem-that it is precisely the inrternational strength of the 
United States and the unbridled expansion resulting from it, 
that compels it to include powder magazines throughout the 
world among the foundaJtions of its structure--the antagonisms 
between the east and west, the class struggle in old Europe, 
uprisings of the colonial masses, wars and revolutions. This on 
the one hand transforms Uinted States capitalism into th~ basic 
counter-revolurtionary force in the present epoch, becoming con
stantly more interested in the maintenance of order in every 
co'rner of the globe, and on the other hand prepares the ground 
for a gigantic revolutionary explosion of this already dominant 
and still increasing world imperialist power. The logic of world 
relations leads rto the idea that the time of this explosion cannot 
be very far apart from that of the proletarian revolution in 
Europe." 

Leon Trotsky, Organizer of Victory 
By KARL RADEK 

The arUde printed here Was first puJblished in Pravda in 1923 
and an English translation was carried that year in Inprecorr, the 
press 'bulletin of the Comintern. Radek's 8lppraisal of Trotsky's 
role in the creation of the Red Army and in the civil war victories 
was thus in the natur,e of an off1!Cial tribute by the whole Commu
nist movement of that time. Despite the miserable subsequent fate 
of its author, the article retains this Signal importance. It is 
testimony to the true appreciation of ,the great organizing genius 
of the revolution Iby the whole g·e.neration that fought at his side. 
The labors of the Stalin machine of falsification are futile. They 
cannot erase the fact that "this bright page in the history of the 
Russian Revolution will aways be bound up with the name of 
Leon Davidovi·tch Trotsky."-Ed. 

History has prepared our party for various tasks. However 
defective our state machinery or our economic activity may be, 
still the wh~le past of the party has psychologically prepared 
it for the work of creating a new order of economy and a new 
state apparatus. History has even prepared us for diplomacy. 
It is scarcely necessary Ito mention that world politics have 
always occupied the minds of Marxists. But it was the endless 
negotiations with the Mensheviki that perfected our diplomatic 
technique; and it was during these old struggles that Comrade 
Chicherin * learned to draw up diplomatic notes. We are just 

* Gregory CMcherin was Soviet Commissar of Foreign Affairs 
at that time (1923). 

beginning to learn the miracle of ecopomics. Our state ma
chinery creaks and groans. In one thing, however, we have 
been eminently successful-in our Red Army. Its creator, its 
central will, is Comrade L. D. Trotsky. 

Old General Moltke, the creator of the German army, often 
spoke of the danger that the pen of the ~iplomats might spoil 
the work of the soldier's sabre. Warriors the world over, though 
there Were classical authors among Ithem, have always opposed 
the pen to the sword. The history .of the proletarian revolution 
shows how the pen may be re-forged into, a sword. Trotsky is 
one of the best writers of world socialism, but these literary 
advantages did not prevent him from becoming the leader, the 
leading organizer of the first proletarian army. Tbe pen of the 
best publicist of the revolution was re-forged into a ,sword. 

Marxist Military Literature Was Scant 
The literature of scientific socialism helped Comrade Trot· 

sky but little in solving the problems which confronted ,the party 
when it was threatened by world imperialism. If we look 
through the whole of pre-war socialist literature, we find-with 
the exception' of a few little-known works by Engels, some 
chapters in his Anti-Duehring devoted to the development of 
strategy, and some chapters in Mehring's excellent book on 
Lessing, devoted to the war activity of Frederick the Great
only four works on military subjects: August Bebel's pamphlet 
on militia, Gaston Moch's book on militia, the two volumes of 
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war history by Schulz, and the book by Jaures, devoted to the 
propaganda of the idea of the militia in France. With the excep
tion of the books of Schulz and Jaures, which possess high 
va:lue, everything which socialist literature has published on 
military subjects since Engels' death has been bad dilettantism. 
But even these works by Schulz and Jaures afforded no reply 
to the questions with which the Russian Revolution was con
fronted. Schulz's book surveyed the development of the forms 
of strategy and military organizations for many centuries back. 
It was an atJtempt at the application of the Marxian methods of 
historical research, and closed with the Napoleonic period. 
.Taures' book-full of brilliance and sparkle-shows his com
plete familiarity with the prohlems of military organization, 
but suffers from the fundamental fault that this gifted repre
sentative of reformism was anxious to make of the capitalist 
army an instrument of national ·defense, and to release it from 
the function of defending the class interests of the bourgeoisie. 
He therefore failed to grasp the tendency of development of 
militarism, and carried the idea of democracy ad absurdum in 
the ques1tion of war, into the question of the army. 

Origin of the Concept of the Red Army 
Ido not know to what extent Comrade Trotsky occupied 

himself before the war with questions of military knowledge. 
I believe that he did not gain his gifted insight into these 
questions from books, but received his impetus in this direction 
at the time when he was acting as correspondent in the Balkan 
war, this final rehearsal of the great war. It is probable that 
he deepened his knowledge of war technique and of the mecha
nism of the army, during his sojourn in France (during the 
war), from where he sent his briHiant war sketches to the Kiev 
Mysli. It may be seen from this work how magnificently he 
grasped the spirit of the army. The Marxist Trotsky saw not 
only the external discipline of the army, the cannon, the tech
nique. He saw the living human beings who serve the instru
ments of war, he saw the sprawling charge on the field of battle. 

Trotsky is the author of the first pamphlet giving a detailed 
analysis of the causes of the decay of the International. Even 
in face of ;this great dec~y Trotsky did not lose his faith in the 
future of socialism; on the contrary, he was profoundly con
vinced that all those qualities which the bourgeoisie endeavors 
to cultivate in the uniformed pr01etariat, for the purpose of 
securing its own victory, would soon turn against the bour
geoisie, and serve not only as the foundation of the revolution, 
hut also of revolutionary armies. One of the most remarkable 
documents of his comprehension of the class structure of the 
army, and of the spiri;t of the army, is the speech which he 
made-I believe at the first Soviet Congress and in the Petro
grad Workers' and Soldiers' Council-on Kerensky's July offen
sive. In this speech Trotsky predicted the collapse of the 
offensive, not only on technical military grounds, hut on the 
hasis of the political ana1ysis of the condition of the army. 

"You"-and here he addressed himself to the Mensheviki 
and the SH's-"demand from the government a revision of the 
aims of the war. In doing so you tell the army that the old 
aims, in whose name Czarism and the bourgeoisie demanded 
unheard-of sacrifices, did not correspond to the in'terests of the 
Russian peasantry and Russian proletariat. You have not at
tained a revision of the aims of the war. You have created 
nothing to replace the Czar and the fatherland, and yet you 
demand of the army that it shed its blood for this nothing. 
We cannot fight for nothing, and your adventure will end in 
co 11 apse." 

The secret of Trotsky's greatness as organizer of the Red 
Army lies in this attitude of his towards the question. 

All great military writers emphasize the tremendously deci
sive significance of the moral factor in war. One haH of 
Clausewitz's great book is devoted to this question, and the 
whole of our victory in the civil war is due to the circumstance 
that Trotsky knew how to apply this knowledge of the signifi
cance of the moral factor in war to our reality. When the old 
Czarist army went to pieces, the minister of war of the Kerenski 
government, Verkhovsky, proposed that the older military 
classes be discharged, the military authorities behind the front 
partly reduced, and the army reorganized by the introduction 
of fresh young elements. When we seized power, and the 
trenches emptied, many of us made the same proposition. But 
this idea was the purest Utopia. It was impossible to replace 
the fleeing Czarist army with fresh forces. These two waves 
would have crossed and divided each other. The old army had 
to be completely dissolved; the new army could only be built 
up on the alarm sent out by Soviet Russia to the workers and 
peasants, to defend the conquests of the revolution. 

When, in April 1918, the best Czarist officers who remained 
in the army after our victory met together for the purpose of 
working out, in conjunction with our comrades and some 
military representatives of the Allies, the plan of organization 
for the army, Trotsky listened to their plans for several days 
-I have a clear recolleotion of this scene--in silence. These 
were the plans of people who did not comprehend the upheaval 
going on before their eyes. Everyone of them replied to the 
question of how an army was to be organized on the old pattern. 
They did not grasp the metamorphosis wrought in the human 
material upon which the army is based. How the war experts 
laughed at the first voluntary troops organized by Comrade 
Trotsky in his capacity as Commissar ,of War! Old Borisov, one 
of the best Russian military writers, assured those Communists 
with whom he was obliged to come in contact, time and again, 
that nothing would come of this undertaking, that the army 
could only be built up on the basis of general conscription, 
and maintained by iron discipline. He did not grasp that the 
volunteer troops were the secure foundation pillars upon which 
the structure was to be erected, and that the masses of peasants 
and workers could not possibly be rallied around the flag of 
war again unless the broad masses were confronted by deadly 
danger. Without believing for a single moment that the volun
teer army could save Russia, Trotsky organized it as an appa
ratus which he required for the creation of a new army. 

Utilizing the Bourgeois Specialists 
But Trotsky's organizing genius, and his boldness of thought 

are even more clearly expressed in his courageous determination 
to utilize the war specialists for creating the army. Every good 
Marxist is fully aware that in building up a good economic 
apparatus we still require the aid of the old capitalist organi
zation. Lenin defended this proposition with the utmost decision 
in his April speech on the tasks of the Soviet power. In the 
mature circles of the party the idea is not contested. But the 
idea that we could create an instrument for the defense of the 
republic, an army, with the aid of 'the Czarist officers-encoun
tered obstinate resistance. Who could tJink of re-arming the 
White officers who had just been disarmed'? Thus many com
rades questioned. I remember a discussion on this question 
among the editors of the Communist, the organ of the so
caHed left communists, in which the question of the employ
ment of staff officers nearly led to a split. And the editors of 
this paper were among the best schooled theoreticians and 
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practicians of the party. It suffices to mention the names of 
Bukharin, Ossonski, Lomov, W. Yakovlev. There was even 
greater distrust among the broad circles of our military com· 
rades, recruited for our military organizations during the war. 
The mistrust of our military functionaries could only be al· 
layed, their agreement to the utilization of the knowledge 
possessed by the old officers could only be won, by the burning 
faith of Trotsky in our social force, the belief that we could 
obtain from the war experts the benefit of their science, with· 
out permitting them to force their politics upon us; the belief 
that the revolutionary watchfulness of the progressive workers 
would enable them to overcome any counter.revolutionary at· 
tempts made by the staff officers. 

Trotsky's Magnetic Energy 
In order to emerge victorious, it was necessary for the army 

to be headed by a man of iron will, and for this man to 
possess not only the full confidence of the party, but the 
ability of subjugating with his iron will the enemy who is 
forced to serve us. But Comrade Trotsky has not only succeeded 
in subordinating to his energy even the highest staff officers. 
He attained more: he succeeded in winning the confidence of 
the best elements among the war experts, and in converting them 
from enemies of Soviet Russia to its most profoundly convinced 
fol;lowers. I witnessed one such victory of Trotsky's at the 
time of the Brest·Litovsk negotiations. The officers who had 
accompanied us to Brest·Litovsk maintained a more than reo 
served attitude towards us. They fulfilled their role as experts 
with the utmost condescension, in the opinion that they were 
attending a comedy which merely served to cover a business 
transaction long since arranged between the Bolsheviki and the 
German government. But the manner in which Trotsky con· 
ducted the struggle against German imperialism, in the name 
of the principles of the Russian revolution, forced every human 
being present in the assembly room to feel the mora~ and 
spiritual victory of this eminent representative of the Russian 
proletariat. The mistrust of the war experts towards us vanished 
in proportion to the development of the great Brest·Litovsk 
drama. 

How clearly I recollect the night when Admiral Altvater
who has since died-one of the leading officers of the old 
regime, who began to help Soviet Russia not from motives of 
fear but of conscience, entered my room and said: "I came 
here because you forced me to do so. I did not believe you; 
but now I shall help you, and do my work as never before, in 
the profound conviction that I am serving the fatherland." It is 
one of Trotsky's greatest victories that he has been able to 
impart the conviction that the Soviet government really fights 
for the welfare of the Russian people, even to such people who 
have come over to us from hostile camps on compulsion only. 
It goes without saying that ,this great victory on the inner front, 
this moral victory over the enemy, has been the result not 
only of Trotsky's iron energy which won for. him universal 
respect; not only the result of the deep moral force, the high 
degree of authori.ty even in military spheres, which this social· 
ist writer and people's tribune, who was placed by the will of 
the revolution at the head of the army, has been able to win 
for himself; this victory has also required the self· denial of 
tens of thousands of our comrades in the army, an iron disci· 
pline in our own ranks, a consistent striving towards our aims; 
it has also required the miracle that those masses of human 
beings who only yesterday fled from the battle·field, take up 
arms again today, under much more difficult conditions, for 
the defense of the country. 

That these politico. psychological mass factors played an 
important role is an undeniable fact, ,but the strongest, most 
concentrated, and striking expression of this influence is to be 
found in the personality of Trotsky. Here the Russian revolu· 
tion has acted through the brain, the nervous system, and the 
heart of its greatest representative. When our first armed trial 
began, with Czecho-Slovakia, the party, and with its its leader 
Trotsky, showed how the principle of the political campaign
as already taught by Lassalle--could be applied to war, to the 
fight with "steel arguments." We concentrated all material and 
moral forces on the war. The whole party had grasp~d the 
necessity of this. But this necessity also finds its highest expres· 
sion in the steel figure of Trotsky. After our victory over 
Denikin in March 1920, Trotsky said, at the party conference: 
"We have ravaged the whole of Russia in order to conquer the 
Whites." In these words we again find the unparalleled con· 
centration of will required to ensure the victory. We needed a 
man who was the embodiment of the war· cry, a man who be· 
came the tocsin sounding the alarm, the will demanding from 
one and all an unqualified subordination to the great bloody 
necessity. 

L. D. Personified the Revolution 
It was only a man who works like Trotsky, a man who 

spares himself as little as Trotsky, who can speak to the 
soldiers as only Trotsky can-it was only such a man who 
could be the standard bearer of the armed working people. He 
has been everything in one person. He has thought out the 
strategic advice given by the experts and has combined it with 
a correct estimate of the proportions of social forces; he knew 
how to unite in one movement the impulses of fourteen fronts, 
of the ten thousand communists who informed headquarters 
as to what the real army is and how it is possible to operate 
with it; he understood how to combine all this in one strategic 
plan and one scheme of organization. And in an this splendid 
work he understood better than anyone else how to apply the 
knowledge of the significance of the moral factor in war. 

This combination of strategist and military organizer with 
the politician is best characterized by the fact that during the 
whole of this hard work, Trotsky appreciated the importance 
of Demian Bedny (communist writer), or of the artist Moor 
(who draws most of the political caricatures for the communist 
papers, posters, etc.) for the war. Our army was an army of 
peasants, and the dictatorship of the proletariat with regard 
to the army, that is, the leading of .this peasants' army by 
worker~ and by representatives of the working dass~ was 
realized in the personality of Trotsky and in the comrades co
operating with him. Trotsky was able, with the aid of the whole 
apparatus of our par.ty, to impart to the peasants' army, ex
hausted by the war, the profoundest conviction that it was 
fighting in its own interests. 

Inseparably Linked in History 
Trotsky worked with the whole party in the work of forming 

the Red Army. He would no.t have fulfilled his task without 
the party. But without him the· creation of the Red Army and 
its victories, would have demanded infinitely greater sacrifices. 
Our party will go down in history as the first proletarian party 
which succeeded in creating a great army, and this bright page 
in the history of the Russian revolution will always be bound 
up with the name of Leon Davidovitch Trotsky, with the name 
of a man whose work and deeds will claim not only the love, 
but also the scientific study of the young generation of workers 
preparing to conquer the whole world. 
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Tasks of Communist Education 
By LEON TROTSKY 

This RTtic1.e f,frst' . appeared in Engl1sh in Inprecorr, the press 
Ibulletin of the Communist International, in its issue of August 
16, 1923. 

* * * 
It is frequently asserted that the task of communist enlight-

enment consists in the education of the new man. These worde 
are somewhat too general, too pathetic, and we must be par
ticularly careful not ,to permit any formless humanitarian inter
pretation of the conception "new man" or the tasks of commu
nist education. There is no doubt whatever but that the man 
of the future, the citizen of the commune, will be an exceed
ingly interesting and attractive creature, and that his psychology 
(the futurists will pardon me, but I fancy that the man of the 
future will possess a psychology) will be very different from 
ours. Our present task, unfortunately, cannot lie in the educa
tion of the human being of the future. The Utopian and humani
tarian-psychological viewpoint is, that .the new man must f.irst 
be formed, and that he will then create the new conditions. We 
cannot believe this. We know that man is a product of social 
conditions. But we know too that between human beings and 
conditions there exists a complicated and actively working 
mutual relationship. Man himself is an instrument of this his
torical development, and not the leas't. And in this complicated 
historical reflex action of the conditions experienced by active 
human beings, we do not create the abstractly harmonious 
and perfect citizen of the commune, but we form the concrete 
human beings of our epoch, who have still to fight for the 
crea"tion of the conditions out of which the harmonious citizen 
of the commune may emerge. This, of course, is a very different 
thing, for the simple reason that our great-grandson, the citizen 
of the commune, will be no revolutionist. j 

The "New Man" and the Revolutionist 
At first glance this appears to be wrong, it sounds almost 

insulting. And yet it is so. The conception "revolutionist" is 
permeated by the highest ideals and morals which we have 
taken over from the whole preceding epoch of cultural evolu
tion. Thus it would seem that we cast an aspersion on our 
posterity wh~n we do not think of them as revolutionists. But 
we must not forget that the revolutionist is a product of definite 
historical conditions, a product of class society. The revolu
tionist is no psychological abstraction. Revolution in itself is no 
abstract principle, but a material historical fact, growing out 
of class antagonisms, out of the violent subjection of' one class 
by another. Thus the revolutionist is a concrete historical type, 
and in consequence a te;rnporary type. We are proud of belong
ing to this type. But by means of our work we are creating the 
conditions of a social order in which no class antagonisms will 
exist, no revolutions, and thus no revolutionists. It is true that 
we can extend the meaning of the word "revolutionist" until it 
comprises the whole conscious activity of man directed towards 
the subjection of nature, and towards the expansion of technical 
and cultural gains. But we have no right to make such an 
abstraction, such a, limitless extension of the conception "revo
lutionist," for we have by no means fulfilled our concrete 
historical revolutionary task, the overthrow of class society. 
'Consequently, we are far from being required to educate the 
harmonious citizen of the commune, forming him by careful 

laboratory work, in an extremely disharmonious transition stage 
of society. Such an undertaking would be a wretchedly childish 
Utopia. What we want to make is champions, revolutionists, 
who will inherit and complete our historical traditions, which 
we have not yet carried to a conclusion. 

Revolution and Mysticism 
What are the main characteristics of the revolutionist? It 

must be emphasized that we have no right to separate the 
revolutionist from the class basis upon which he has evolved, 
and without which he is nothing. The revolutionist of our epoch 
who can only be associated with the working class, possesses 
his special psychological characteristics, characteristics of in
tellect and will. If it is necessary and possible, the revolutionist 
shatters the historical obstructions, resorting to force for the 
purpose. If this is not possible, then he makes a detour, under
mines and crushes, patiently and determinedly. He is a revo
lutionist because he does not fear to shatter obstacles and 
relentlessly to employ force; at the same time he knows its 
historical value. It is his constant endeavor to maintain his 
destructive and creative work at their highest pitch of activity, 
that is, to obtain from the given historical conditions the 
maximum which they are capable of yielding for the forward 
movement of the revolutionary class. 

The revolutionist knows on'ly external obstacles to his ac
tivity, no internal ones. That is: he has to develop within himself 
the capacity of estimating the arena of his activity in all its 
concreteness, with its positive and negative aspects, and to 
strike a correct political balance. But if he is internally ham
pered by subjective hindrances to action, if he is lacking in 
understanding or will power, if he is paralyzed by internal 
discord, by religious, national, or craft prejudices, then he is 
at best only half a revo'lutionist. There are too many obstacles 
in the objective conditions already, and the revolutionist can
not allow himself the luxury of multiplying the objective 
hindrances and frictions by subjective ones. Therefore the edu
cation of the revolutionist must, above all, consist in his 
emancipation from that residue of ignorance and superstition, 
which is frequently found in a very "sensitive" consciousness. 
And therefore we adopt ,a ruthlessly irreconcilable attitude to 
anyone who utters a single word to the effect that mysticism or 
religious srntimentality might be combined with communism. 
Religiousness is irreconcilable with the Marxist standpoint. We 
are of the opinion that atheism, as an inseparable element of 
the materialist view of life is a necessary condition for the 
theoretical education of the revolutionist. He who believes in 
another world is not capable of concentrating all his passion 
on the transformation of this one. 

Darwinism and Marxism 
Even if Darwin, as he himself asserted, did not lose his 

belief in God for all his rejection of the biblical theory of 
creation, Darwinism itself is none the less entirely irreconcilable 
with this belief. In this, as in other respects, Darwinism is a 
forerunner, a preparation for Marxism. Taken in a broadly 
materialist and dialectic sense, Marxism is the application of 
Darwinism to human society. Manchester liberalism has at-
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tempted to fit Darwinism mechanically into sociology. Such' 
attempts have only led to childish analogies veiling a malicious 
bourgeois apologia: Marx's competition was explained as the 
"eternal" law of the struggle for existence. These are absurdi
ties. It is only the inner connection between Darwinism and 
Marxism which makes it possible to grasp the living flow of 
being in its primeval connection with inorganic nature; in its 
further particularization and evolution; in its dynamics; in the 
differentiation of the necessities of life among the first elemen
tary varieties of the vegetable and animal kingdoms; in its 
struggles; in the appearance of the "first" man or manlike 
creature, making use of the first tool; in the development of 
primitive cooperation, employing associative organs; in the 
further stratification of society consequent on the development 
of the means of production, that is, of the means of subjugating 
nature; in class warfare; and, finally, in the struggle for the 
uplift of the classes. 

To comprehend the world from such a broad point of view 
signifies the emancipation of man's consciousness for the first 
time from the residue of mysticis~, and the securing of a firm 
foothold. It signifies being quite clear on the point that for the 
future there are no inner subjective hindrances to the struggle, 
but that the sole existing obstacles and reactions are external, 
ijnd have to be overcome in various ways, according to the 
conditions of the conflict. 

How often we have said: "Practice wins in the end." This is 
correct in the sense that the collective experience of a class, 

and of the whole of humanity, grad.ually sweeps away the 
illusions and false theories based on hasty generalizations. But 
it may be said with equal truth: ''Theory wins in the end," 
when we understand by this that theory in reality comprises 
the total e~perience of humanity. Seen from this standpoint, 
the opposition between theory and practice vanishes, for theory 
is nothing else than correctly considered and generalized prac
tice. Theory does not defeat practice, but the thoughtless, 
empirical, crude attitude to it. In order to be able properly to 
estima'le the conditions of the struggle, the situation of our own 
class, we must possess a reliable method of political and 
historical orientation. This is Marxism, or, with respect to the 
latest epoch, Leninism. 

Marx and Lenin-these are our two supreme guides in the 
sphere of social research. For the younger generation the way 
to Marx is through Lenin. The straight road becomes increas
ingly difficult, for the period is too long which separates the 
rising generation from the genius of those who founded scien
tific socialism, Marx and Engels. Leninism is the highest em
bodiment and condensation of Marxism for direct revolutionary 
action in the epoch of the imperialist death agony of bourgeois 
society. The Lenin Institute at Moscow must be made a higher 
academy of revolutionary strategy. Our communist party is 
permeated by the mighty spirit of Lenin. His revolutionary 
genius is with us. Our revolutionary lungs breathe the atmos
phere of that better and higher doctrine which the preceding 
development of human thought has created. Thus it is that we 
are so profoundly convinced that tomorrow is ours. 

How the Fourth International 
W as Conceived 

By ANN VINCENT 
Our movement has the right to consider itself the represent

ative and the historical standard-bearer of revolutionary social
ism. It is at the end of a chain whose links were the Communist 
League of Marx and Engels, ,the International Workingmen's 
Association (First International), the Second International" 
the Bolshevik party of Lenin, and the Communist International. 
But in order to establish the specific beginnings of our 
m()vement it is necessary to begin with ~he year 1923 in the 
U.S.S.R. 

The Left Opposition 
The October Revolution established the first Workers' State, 

but remained isolated. "Without revolution in Europe," said 
Lenin repeatedly, "we shall perish." History verified the truth 
of his words, but in its own manner. Degeneration appeared 
in the apparatus itself 'of the new regime-the party that led 
the revolution to victory. 

The resistance to corruption of the party came from Trotsky. 
The struggle began in the fall of 1923. On October 8th, he 
sent a letter to the Central Committee and the Central Control 
Commission denouncing the stifling of the right of criticism 
on the part of par,ty members. This is tile first . document of 
our movement. It can be compared to what had been for Bol
shevism the famous vote on the statutes of the party in 190~. 

Beginning with the question of the internal regime of the 
party, the struggle grew progressively to include all problems 
of revolutionary tactics and strategy. Outside of the USSR, 

opposition groups apeared in most of the sections of the Com
munist International. The connections of these groups among 
themselves, and with the Russian Opposition, remained 
precarious. Many of the groups arose in opposition to one of 
the aspects 'of Stalinist policy. Their political solidarity was 
far from complete. One group that proved of great importance 
for the future of our movement, the Left Opposition' in the 
American communist party, appeared belatedly on ,the scene, 
in 1928. ' 

The organizational cohesion of the International Left Op
position was not seriously undertaken until ,the time of 
Trotsky's expulsion from the USSR and his arrival in Turkey, 
in February 1929. The first international conference of the 
Left Opposition took place in Paris in 1930. 

The policy of the Opposition in relation to the Communist 
International, both in its entirety as well as its various sections, 
had remained the same since 1923. In ore word it was-reform. 
Although expelled by the faction in power, the Trotskyist 
groups considered themselves part of the International, its 
left faction, exactly as in each country each grOl.fp considered 
itself a faction of the national Communist Party. Their objec
tive was to convince the party membership of the co~rectness 
of their views, to win over the majority, and to set the 
organization on the correct course. Toward the Bolshevik Party 
in the USSR the policy was essentially the same as toward 
any other section of the International. The name of the move
ment, Opposition, expressed and symboliz.ed this policy. 
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A political document of a programmatic character, entitled 
The International Left Opposition-Its Tasks and Methods, was 
written by Trotsky in December 1932, immediately after his 
return to Prinkipo from Copenhagen, where he had had the 
opportunity of meeting about thirty of. the most important 
leaders of the International Opposition. One chapter of this 
document was entitled "Facti,on-Not a Party." The perspective 
outlined there was the same as in the preceding years, namely, 
the reform 'Of the Communist International and of each of hs 
sections. Nevertheless, a warning was sounded: 

"Such an historical catastro'Phe as the fall of the Soviet 
'State would surely drag alon'g the Third Inte'rnational. Similar
ly, a victory o:f fasdsm in Germany andi the tcrushing of the 
German proletariat 'would hardly allow the Comdntern to 
survive. the consequen~es of ,us ruinous 'policy." 
One of these two warnings was soon to become a terrible 

reality. On January 30, 1933, Hindenburg, the constitutional 
head of the Weimar Repuplic, elected with ,the votes of the 
Social Democracy, called on Hitler to form a new cabinet. 

For three years the Left Opposition had sounded the alarm 
at the rise of German fascism. In a series of articles and 
pamphlets, which in their clarity and revolutionary passion 
rank among ·the best products of his pen, Trotsky revealed the 
nature of fascism, and showed the consequences of a fascist 
victory to the German workers, to the international lab~r 
movement, to the USSR, to Europe, and to the whole world. 
He also pointed to the· means of combating this danger: the 
united front of the workers' parties, Communist and Social 
Democratic, for the active defense of workers' organizati'Ons 
against the Nazi vermin, a defensive struggle which, when 
successful, would become an offensive. 

The Collapse of the German 
Communist Party 

The leaders of ,the two official workers' parties vied with 
each other in their impotence in the face of the fascist menace. 
The Social Democratic leadership desperately grasped at a 
democracy which, in the midst of economic chaos and the 
sharpened social and political conflicts, was disowning itseTf. 
The StaHnists acted in line with) ,the "genial" theory of their 
leader, that it was first necessary to crush the Social Democrats 
before fighting fascism. They had made common cause with 
the Nazis in the famous plebiscite in Prussia in August 1931. 
When the fascist menace became imminent, they clamored with 
braggadocio "After them will be our turn!" 

When Hitler formed his government on January 30, 1933, 
not all was lost. The workers' org~nizations were still intact. 
In the following weeks the Nazis acted very cautiously. In 
February, Trotsky stated in a conversation: "The situation in 
Germany is similar to that of a man at the bottom of an abyss 
facing a stone wall. To get out it is necessary to clutch at tne 
rocks with bare and bloody hands. It is necessary to have 
courage and will, but it is possible. Not all is lost." 

The official leadership of the workers' parties allowed 
the last chance to slip by. In the face of their passivity, Hitler 
became more brazen. He had never hoped to win such an easy 
victory. At the beginning of March, the crude provocation of 
the Reichstag fire allowed him to definitely entrench hlis 
regime. The workers' organizations were swept away. 

Trotsky's reaction was not long in coming. He wrote an 
article entitled The Tragedy of the German Proletariat. It was 
dated March 14, 1933 and had as a sub-title, "The German 

Workers Will Rise, Stalinism-,-Never!" The gist of the article 
was that, in Germany, the Communist Party failed in its historic 

mission, that it was doomed as a revolutionary organization. 
Thus, there was no choice but to give up the policy of its 
reform, and to proceed to build a new German Communist 
Party. When Trotsky wrote that Stalinism would not rise again, 
he meant Stalinism in Germany. As to the Communist parties 
in other lands, especially the Russian Bolshevik Party, and the 
Communist International viewed in its entirety, the line 
remained as before, that of reform. 

In the weeks that followed other articles elaborated this 
position and answered the objections raised against it. In the 
ranks of the Left Opposition, these objections were minimal. 
They came mostly; from certain comrades in the [German 
seotion, the one most directly concerned. These .. objections 
remained secondary or sentimental in character: maybe it would 
be better to wait before speaking about a new party while the 
official one is under the blows of bloody repressions, etc. But 
the lesson of the events was so clear, that the need of a change 
in the old policy was not questioned seriously. 

Yet when one's memory turns to that month of March 1933, 
it cannot be denied that the new policy was a surprise to the 
members of the Left Opposition. The daily activity of each of 
the sections was centered exclusively around the Communist 
Party; and to develop a new line, even if it were for only one 
of our sections, was to break with a tradition of ten years 
standing. The great authority of Tro,tsky made it possible to 
bring about the change in line rapidly and with cohesion. 
Without him, the lessons of the events in Germany would have 
surely been learned in our ranks, but after how many months 
of discussion? 

The problem of the Third In,ternational in its totality could 
not fail to be posed. After the collapse of the German Com
munist Party, the executive committee of the International 
passed in April a resolution' which declared that the policy 
followed by the German Communist Party "up to and at the 
time of Hitler's coup d'etat was fully correct." 

This is not astonishing: the executive committee under the 
orders of Stalin merely covered Stalin, who imposed his fatal 
political line on the German Communist Party. But the decisive 
fact was that all the sections of the International accepted the 
Moscow resolution and thus became equally responsible for 
the historical catastrophe in Germany. The members who 
denounced the line that had been followed, or merely 
questioned it, were expelled. The policy of reform was losing 
all reality. 

On July 15, 1933, Trotsky, under the pen-name of G. Gurov, 
addressed to the sections of the Opposition an article entitled, 
It is necessary to build anew Communist parties and an Interna
tional. Here the perspective of reform was definitely abandoned. 
After the lessons of the events, the turn was decisive: "Talk of 
"reform' and the demand of readmission of the oppositionists 
into the official parties must be definitely given up, as utopian 
and reactionary," ·he wrote. And he took this opportunity to 
give general and valuable advice: "The most dangerous thing 
in politics is to become a prisoner of your own formula, which 
was appropriate yesterday, but is deprived of any content 
today." 

On July 20th a second article entitled, "It is no long<
possible to stay in the same 'International' with Stalin, 
Manuilsky, Lozovsky and Co.", answered possible arguments 
against the new position. 

The change in policy coincided with the change in Trotsky's 
residence. On July 17th, he left Istanbul, and on the 24th he 
landed in Marseilles. Next day he settled ·himself near Saint
Palais on the Atlantic seaboard. It was a big change in his 
personal life. While on the island of Prinkipo, the arrival of a 
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visitor was a little event every four or six months; in France 
Trotsky was able in the following few weeks to meet with 
practically all leading members of the European opposition 
groups, and with quite a few from overseas. 

When Trotsky landed in Marseilles, the translation of his 
first article on the need of a new International had hardly 
reached the leadership of the various sections. The leading 
Trotskyists of France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, etc., soon took 
the road to Saint-Palais, and there in Trotsky's study, or under 
the trees of the garden, participated in lengthy discussions. 
Opposition to the new orientation was practically non-existent. 
The turn to a new party in Germany three months before, had 
broken with a long tradition and 'opened new perspectives. The 
discussions did not deal sO' much with the need Df a new Inter
national, but rather with the ways and means of bringing it 
about: how to build it, how to build new parties? 

The New International 
A few voices raised the question: haven't we waited too 

long '? Shouldn't we have recognized the need of a new Interna
tional much sooner? To this Trotsky answered: "This is a 
question we may well leave to the historians." He was undoubt
edly profoundly convinced that the change in the policy would 
have been incorrect several years sooner, but he refused to 
discuss this question because it was no longer of practical and 
immediate interest. 

One question that took up a large share of the discussion 
was that of the USSR. It is worth while examining how it was 
posed then. The document of December 1932 .that we have 
already mentioned, and which still followed the line of reform, 
had stated: 

'~Sha:nper and brlighter is this q'Uestion [of refol'lIll] in the 
USSR. The Ipolicy of the se·condparty the're would imply the 
poUcy of armed insurrection and a ne'w revtolutiDn. The policy 
of the factionimP'lies the line of inner refoo.rm of the party 
and the workers' state." 
In the article of April 1933 which pointed out the need of 

a new party in Germany, but at the same time retained the 
policy of reform of ,the Communist International, Trotsky wrote: 

"'If the [Stalinist ,bureaucracy will 'briug the USSR to. collapse, 
then .... it wi1'l be necessary ,to Ibuild a Fourth International." 
The problem was: how to discard the policy of reform of 

the Bolshevik Party and at the same time retain the perspective 
of reforming the workers' state? How to proclaim the Fourth 
International before the S.talinist bureaucracy has led the USSR 
to its collapse? 

The problem 'Of the USSR was the greatest obstacle in 
Trotsky's mind before reaching the conclusion that there 
remained no other alternative than to form a Fourth Interna
tional. Shortly before his article of July 15, he said in a 
conversation at Prinkipo: "Since April, we have been for reform 
in all countries except Germany, where we are for a new party. 
Now we can take a symmetrical position, i.e., in favor of a new 
party in every country except the USSR where we will be for 
reform of the Bolshevik Party." (This position, as far as I know, 
was never put into writing.) But it was clear to his listeners 
that his ideas on this matter were only in the process of form
ation and that they had not yet reached ,their conclusion. 

The solution of this problem is, as is well known now, the 
distinction between a social revolution and a political revolu
tion. This solution was already outlined in the first documents, 
in July, which speak about the need of a new International. 

On the other hand, in the summer of 1933, the discussions 
around the nature of the USSR were numerous: not only was 
Stalinism bankrupt in Germany, but the first economic expe-

riences of Hitler, Roosevelt, as well as the Italian corporate 
state, gave rise on all sides to theories of "State capitalism." 

Trotsky then clarified his position toward the USSR in a 
long article entitled, The Class Nature of the Soviet State, dated 
October 1, 1933. This article definitely eliminates the perspec
tive of a peaceful removal of the bureaucracy, and clarifies the 
formulas used in the July documents on the new International. 
In the main this is the pDsition we have maintained to the 
present. (On the question of an historical analogy with Ther
midor, a correction was made in February 1935.) 

Another question required a good deal of attention in the 
discussions at Saint-Palais: that of our relation toward other 
organizations. The Left Opposition had its attention focused 
exclusively on the variDUS Communist parties. Our organization 
was made up, with a few rare exceptions, only of expelled mem
bers of Communist parties or Young Communist leagues. All 
our activity was subordinated to the perspective of reform. 
As early as June 15, 1933, that is, before the turn toward a 
New International, Trotsky addressed to the sections of the Ltft 
Opposition an article, Left Socialist Organizations and Our 
Tasks, in which he pointed out a new field of activity: The 
victory of German Fascism had brought a crisis 1'0 the Social 
Democracy. The Comintern was losing its powers of attractiDn. 
We could expect that the centrist organizations of the left 
would turn toward us. It was therefore necessary to turn oUf 
attention and 'Our efforts in this direction. 

In fact, the whole political atmosphere, our orientation 
toward a new International, the arrival of Trotsky in France, 
actually attracted toward us the eyes of organizations which, 
in different periods and under different circumstances, had 
broken with the Second and Third Internationals. NumerDus 
were the visits in Saint-Palais of leaders of these organizatiDns 
(German S.A.P., English I.L.P., Dutch D.S.P. and R.S.P., etc.). 
The Dutch party of Sneevliet (R.S.P.) declared itself ready to 
join our ranks immediately. 

The excitement provoked by the shameful bankruptcy of 
the two Internationals in Germany was so great that not less 
than fourteen organizations, belonging :to neither of the two 
Internationals, decided to unite. Nevertheless, they were far 
from having a common program. To complain about the old 
official organizations in articles and speeches is one thing. To 
undertake to build a new International is another. Our organ"i
zation decided to participate in the conference Df the fDurteen 
groups held in Paris at the end of August 1933. Our pDlicy was 
clear: to draw our conclusions frDm events to. the end, to. pro
pDse our program of creating a new InternatiDnal, to denounce 
those who wanted to remain equivocal and ambiguDus. Together 
with a few organizatiDns which recognized the immediate 
necessity Df a new International (S.A.P., R.S.P., O.S.P.), our 
organizatiDn signed a programmatic document knDwn under 
:the name of Declaration of the Four. Some months later the 
S.A.P. was to deny its signature. 

The conference in Paris proved to be the maximum effort 
of which the centrist groups were capable. It remained without 
results. All the perspectives gradually revealed themselves to. 
be empty, unrealistic, with the exception of one: to create a 
new InternatiDnal. The formal fDunding Df the Fourth Interna
tional tODk place five years later, irt 1938. 

Eleven years have passed since that summer Df 1933 when 
the Fourth InternatiDnal was cDnceived. Its progress has been 
SIDW, always tDD slow fDr our hopes. It was bDrn amidst the 
defeats prDvoked by the DId official organizatiDns of the work
ing class. While a defeat will stir the best elements Df the van
guard to examine its causes and to build a bette~ Drganization, 
its effect on the class as a whole is one Df disorientatiDn, 
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discouragement and passivity. It takes years and years to erad
icate its marks; a new generation which has not known cynicism 
must raise its head. 

We have wund in our path the putrid corpse of the Comin
tern, an organization which has utilized ;the immense prestige 
of the victorious Russian Revolution precisely to disorientate, 
disorganize and crush, where necessary, the revolutionary 
emanci pation of the working class. 

Following defeats in a series of countries, a catastrophe has 
descended upon the peoples-a new world war. For five years 

now, hundreds of millions of men have been confronted with 
the terrors of war, but today the sound of the cannon can no 
longer drown out the melody of revolt. Throughout all Europe 
fists are clenching. Tomorrow tens and hundreds of millions 
will rise to demand an accounting from the old order, which 
genp;rated oppression, misery and wars. Gaining consciousness 
of their strength, they will cast aside their false leaders, the 
perfidious agents of the enemy. They will need a stainless 
banner. There is only one: ours, the banner of the Fourth 
International, of the World Party of the Socialist Revolution. 

With TrotsliY in Mexico 
By CHARLES CORNELL 

When the Stalinists succeeded in persuading the Norwegian 
government to deny L. D. Trotsky the right to remain in that 
country, he appealed to every nation in the world for admission. 
Mexico was the only country that answered his plea favorably. 

Why Mexico? The answer lay, not in some abstract prin
ciple of bourgeois justice or democracy, but in very real politi. 
cal and economic factors. The national revolution which began 
in 1910 and overthrew the dictator Diaz had gone through 
many stages, but the reforms envisioned by_the revolutionary 
masses remained, for the most part, unrealized. Land was still 
held by a handful of wealthy landowners. The campesinos
agrarian workers and farmers-were landless. Foreign imperial
ists continued to plunder the country of its oil and mineral 
wealth. 

Soon after he was elected President in 1934, Lazaro Car
denas broke up the reactionary camarilla that had dominated 
the country under President Calles and gave new impetus to 
the aims of the 'national revolution. He initiated a program of 
social ref orms, began an attack on imperialist interests and 
commenced re-distribution of the land to the campesinos. 

In order to counterbalance the bitter opposition of the reac
tionary elements to the reforms, Cardenas needed the support 
of the Mexican masses. He was aware of the sympathetic atti· 
tude the workers had toward the Russian Revolution and its 
leaders, Lenin and Trotsky. He was aware that Trotsky, an 
enemy of all imperialists, a man who had fought for the 
oppressed throughout the world, was held high in the esteem 
of the Mexican masses. Knowing that a friendly gesture toward 
the great revolutionist would be warmly welcomed by the 
masses, Cardenas granted Trotsky's request for asylum in 1937. 

Preparation for the Assassination 
Upon Trotsky's arrival in Mexico the Stalinist and Stalinist

controlled press immediately began a campaign of vilification 
directed toward the demand for his expulsion. Their lying accu
sations linked Trotsky with whatever reactionary group or for
eign power happened for the time to be in disfavor with the 
Kremlin. And at all times and under all conditions, they ac
cused him of interfering in Mexican politics. At one time this 
campaign became so intense that Cardenas intervened and in an 
interview published in La Prensa, declared that Trotsky, a man 
of honor, had scrupulously kept his promise not to interfere 
in Mexican politics. 

While the press campaign attempted to create a hostile 
atmosphere, the GPU organized the physical assault. GPU exe
cutioners of the Spanish revolution, among them the notorious 

Sormenti, were sent to Mexico. From January 1940 on, as the 
war spread over Europe and the Mexican elections approached, 
we more and more frequently received reports of GPU agents 
arriving. Stalin hoped that in the maelstrom of world events 
and the disturbances accompanying a Mexican presidential 
election, the murder of Trotsky would pass with slight notice. 

The tempo of the slander campaign in the Stalinist press 
was accelerated. Not an issue of an organ controlled by them 
was printed without some slanderous article or vicious cartoon 
about the Old Man. However, this campaign had no effect out
side their own ranks. The other papers retained an objective 
tone and continued to print everything Trotsky released for 
publication. 

The May 24th Assault 
On the morning of May 24, 1940, around four o'clock in 

the morning, David Alfaro Siqueiros led a group of about 
fifteen GPU gunmen in a machine-gun assault directed at 
Trotsky's bedroom. They gained entrance to the courtyard 
through some ruse, and after establishing machine-gunners to 
cover the doors to the guards' rooms, they fired hundreds of 
rounds of bullets through a shuttered window and a closed door, 
covering Trotsky's bed with deadly cross-fire. It was done with 
mathematical precision. No one could have remained alive on 
the beds. Somehow L.D. and Natalia got on the floor in a 
corner of the room at the first sound of firing and stayed there 
until it was over. Trotsky's amazingly quick action and the 
murderers' reliance on a mechanical solution to their assign
ment saved his life. 

Our comrade, Bob Sheldon Harte, the guard on duty at the 
time of the assault, was taken away by the assailants. They 
murdered Bob-in true GPU style, a bullet through the base of 
his brain and one in the temple. 

Immediately after the machine-gun attack the Stalinist preas 
accused Trotsky of organizing the assault himself! They as
serted· that a crime against the country had been committed and 
that it must not go unpunished. They demanded that Trotsky 
be driven out of the country. This campaign met with as little 
success as those they had carried on previously. A short time 
later the Stalinist agents, discovered and arrested by the police, 
admitted in court their complicity in the attempt. 

Although the attackers were Mexicans and some of them 
well-known artists, they were severely condemned by the Mexi· 
can people. The Mexican press expressed its sympathy for 
Trotsky and decried the difficulties from which he suffered. 
Magazines carried many articles and stories defending Trotsky 
and castigating the GPU. 
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Gunsmoke from the attack had barely lifted from the patio, 
Empty machine-gun shells were still on the floor of his study, 
when L.D. began uncovering the identity of the attackers. In 
characteristic manner he put all of his energy into the task. 
He reviewed and analyzed the Stalinist publications for the 
preceding period. This review of Stalinist literary activity, sup
plemented by information from friends, enabled him to estab
lish almost immediately that Siqueiros was one of the Stalinists 
implicated. As investigations proceeded, he proved to the satis
faction of every\honest person, the GPU's guilt. 

Jacson Appears 
In the period immediately following the May attack the 

sinister figure 'Of Jacson, known only as Sylvia Ageloff's hus
band, was first seen at the house. She was in Mexico City at 
the time and on occasion visited the house. On a trip to Europe, 
while she was a member of the Socialist Workers Party, she had 
met Trotsky. During a visit to France in 1937 she became 
acquainted with Jacson and subsequently married him. 

Hearing that Trotsky's friends, the Rosmers, were leaving, 
Jacson volunteered through Sylvia to take them to Vera Cruz 
in his car. The morning ~hat he came to get them was the first 
time he was ever seen at the house. He never became intimate 
with members of the household. He always remained at a 
distance. 

Following this initial appearance he and Sylvia had tea with 
Trotsky and Natalia a few times. On one occasion he stated that 
he was writing an article and would like Trotsky's comments on 
it. L.D. was always anxious to aid in the development of a 
person who appeared to be approaching the movement. Natu· 
rally, he granted the request. 

On August 17, Jacson came to the house in the afternoon, 
for the first time unaccompanied by Sylvia. He asked Trotsky 
to read the draft of his article. L.D. took him into; his study, 
looked over the article and made some suggestions for its 
improvement. 

Jacson left. His rehearsal was over. He knew the location 
of the tables and chairs in the Old Man's study. His plan could 
now be perfected to the last detail. 

The Assassination 
Jacson returned on August 20, 1940 at 5:30 in the afternoon. 

Trotsky was in the patio. After a few remarks, he led Jacson 
into his study. Trotsky sat down at his work table and began to 
read the article Jacson had brought. Jacson laid his raincoat 
on a small table in back of Trotsky's chair and took a seat to 
the rear of Trotsky. He was within easy reach of his concealed 
weapon. While the Old Man was looking at the article,. Jacson 
reached into his raincoat, took hold of the pick-axe with both 
hands and struck with all his might a1 Trotsky's head. 

He expected the blow to first stun and then kill the Old 
Man. But Trotsky struggled, shielding his head from further 
blows. Jacson; fearing failure, struck blindly at L.D.'s head. 
Trotsky's cry brought Natalia and the guard. 

Trotsky's resistance prevented Jacson from escaping and 
made certain that the crime would be traced without question 
to the GPU. Even while the mortal wound began to paralyze 
his body he thought the problem out carefully. "Don't let them 
kill Jacson. He must talk," he admonished us. 

Trotsky was taken to the Cruz Verde hospital where the 
most prominent surgeons in Mexico did everything possible to 
save his life. For over twenty-four hours after the blow wu 
struck, fearful despair alternated with desperate hope. 

On August 21, at 7 :45: P.M. he breathed his last. Stalin's 
pick-axe had found its mark. The greatest revolutionist of our 
day lay dead. 

• • • 
Trotsky's Habits of Work 

One must understand Trotsky's passiona.te devotion to the 
cause of the oppressed to appreciate the full import of his 
work. He hated the injustices and indignities forced on man 
with his whole being. His polemics against political opponents 
are not at all the brilliant stylistic exercises which his petty· 
bourgeois critics make them out to be. Nor did he dash them 
off with the literary glibness which they attribute to him. 
Trotsky's powerful and incisive writing merely reflects his 
ardent convictions in the struggle for the liberation of mankind. 
The barbs of his sharp pen were completely at one with his 
hatred of all that degraded humanity. The style was truly the 
man. He did not write with facility at all; his polished writing 
was the result of strenuous and lengthy application. 

Although the Old Man considered himself a slow writer, his 
literary output was prodigious. A shelf five feet long could be 
filled with his published works prior to 1918 alone. The secre· 
tary who was with him in Prinkipo relates that he finished the 
three volumes of the History of the Russian Revolution in 
thirteen months. His writings testify not only to the extraordi· 
nary fertility of his brain, but to his remarkable self-discipline. 

Knowing that his time was limited, that Stalin's order for 
his death would be executed before he had contributed all he 
could in the task of preparing the Fourth International, Trotsky 
worked indefatigably. It was a race against time in which he 
spared nothing of his tremendous energy. 

As was characteristic of him in all things, he sought for 
preciseness of expression and scientific exactitude in his writing. 
After the Russian stenographer had transcribed his first draft 
L.D. would make corrections and revisions, cutting and pasting 
the manuscript until it was a long and continuous sheet. Part or 
all of the work was often revised and re-typed several times, 
before he was satisfied with the final draft. 

This preciseness was apparent in everything he did, even in 
his "relaxation. Making the most of conditions imposed upon 
him by necessity, he had taken up the hobby of raising chickens 
and rabbits, since they could be kept in the restricted area of 
the high-walled yard. The chore of caring for them he per· 
formed, too, with method and precision. The feed was prepared 
according to the most scientific formula he could obtain. The 
amount of food was carefully measured. He inspected the ani· 
mals regularly for ariy signs of sickness or parasites. The 
chicken yards and pens were kept scrupulously clean. It was 
obvious that he enjoyed this diversion from his sedentary tasks. 

L.D., a master of self-discipline, bent every minute of his 
time to his will. Not a moment was wasted. He arosp early, at 
about six in the morning, performed the chores in' the yard, 
returned to his study and worKed until breakfast. After break· 
fast he dictated letters and went on with his writing. Shortly 
before the noon meal he again took care of the animals. Unless 
some particularly urgent piece of work pressed for attention, he 
rested for an hour after lunch in accordance with the doctor's 
instructions. Sometimes at three in the afternoon a visitor would 
come and L.D. would spend an hour or so with him. Longer 
visits were infrequent, for his time was too limited. 

Having fed and 'tended the chickens and rabbits in the eve· 
ning he returned either to his study or, if dinner were ready, 
directly to the dining room. Dinner was usually a lively meal 
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during which L.D. engaged everyone in conversation and joked 
with members of the household. 

On many such occasions he would relate some occurrence 
or anecdote. I recall one following the May attack. Col. Salazar, 
head of the Mexican secret police, had brought two of us back 
from jail, where they had tried to exact "confessions" of com
plicity in the assault from us. L.D. was, naturally, angry and 
indignant. Col. Salazar, L. D. told us, had tried to apologize 
and explain the act by saying thalt they had "only tried to 
uncover every possibility, to unravel every thread." L.D. replied 
to the Colonel, "But this time, Colonel, you happened to have 
a thread fastened to my coat!" 

Most of his time was spent within the structure L.D. often 
referred to as "the jail"; the routine of the day being repeated 
monotonously. On occasion, but less frequently as reports of a 
CPU concentration in Mexico reached us, he went on "picnics." 
These were actually expeditions to gather cactus for L.D.'s 
collection. He especially admired this odd Mexican plant and 
as was typical of him, aspired to make his collection as nearly 
complete in its many varieties as possible. 

He never undertook anything half-heartedly and his cactus 
collecting was no exception. On one occasion we accompanied 
some friends to Tamazunchale, a distance of about 380 kilo
metres from Coyoacan, in hopes of finding a special variety of 
cactus. We were unsuccessful, but on the way down L.D. had 
noticed some "viznagas" nearer to Mexico City. He decided, 
despite the fact that we reached the spot long after dark, to 
stop and collect a earful. It was a balmy night; L.D. was in 
a cheerful mood; he moved briskly about the little group 
digging cactus by the light from the headlamps of the cars. 

This wholeheartedness permeated his entire activity. It was 
visible in his soldierly bearing, in his lively stride, in his 
punctuality. Whether it was a meal, a trip or a meeting, he 
insisted that it begin on time. I recall a conference held in his 
study with some friends from New York at which some of the 
guards came in late. After the first one arrived, L.D. got up 
and locked the door, puttjng the key in his pocket. Each time 
one of the latecomers knocked at the door L.D. arose from his 
chair, walked to the door and let the guard in. It was a most 
effective demonstration. 

* * * 
Trotsky's Relations with Mexico 

Before granting Trotsky permission to enter the country, 
Cardenas had requested that Trotsky pledge himself not to inter
vene in internal Mexican politics. Trotsky agreed to ,this stipu
lation and strictly adhered to it, to the last. Many reactionary 
elements, both in the United States and Mexico manufactured 
out of whole cloth lies attempting to prove Trotsky's close 
rela,tions with Cardenas. Numerous absurd and utterly false 
articles appeared in Catholic organs stating that Cardenas never 
made a move without first consul1ting the "Red Demon of 
Coyoacan." The intent of such articles was to create the impres
sion that the country was racing towards "atheism" and "bol
shevik" revolution. 

Trotsky did indeed hold Cardenas high in his appreciation, 
because of all the "democratic" politicians in the world who 
espoused the right of asylum for political exiles, Cardenas was 
the only one who lived up to the principle. However, Tro·tsky 
neither saw Cardenas nor anyone representing him, nor did he 
communicate .with him except in matters pertaining to the 
security of the household. 

Remaining true to his promise not to intervene in the politi
cal life of Mexico did not, however, prevent Trotsky from 

following systematically and carefully the political develop
ments in the country. One might say Mexico was no exception, 
for he followed the news of every country with avid interest. 
Conversations with friends, artists, intellectuals, workers and 
campesinos-with people from the varied social categories he 
encountered-supplemented and rounded out the news he 
gleaned from the press and gave him a profoundly intimate 
understanding of Mexican life. 

His knowledge of Mexico and his sympathy for the struggle 
of the workers and campesinos against the imperialists and 
hacendados made it possible for him to engage a worker around 
the house in an intimate conversation or to discuss land reforms 
in the simplest te~ms with the campesino he met on a walk. 

He believed that a revolutionist was characterized by his 
attitude towards colonial people and their struggle for freedom. 

Any expression of chauvinism, any refleotion, no matter how 
veiled, of the typical bourgeois attitude towards colonial people 
aroused L.D.'s anger and brought down wrath on the head of 
the offender. One striking example of this sensitivity o(;curs to 
me. A letter was once received from a petty.bourgeois radical 
who was at the time a member of the Socialist Workers Party. 
This comrade, by the way, considered himself an authority on 
colonial problems. In the letter a comrade's inability to visit the 
Old Man was explained as resulting from a delay at the border 
"due to typical Mexican stupidity." Trotsky read the letter, 
underlined the phrase in blue and placed large red exclamation 
minks in the margin. He gave it to me with the statement that 
I should reply to this characterization of the Mexicans as being 
monstrously false and flowing from an arrogant Yankee im· 
perialist attitude! 

Mexican People Appreciated Trotsky 
Instinctively, the Mexicans were aware of Trotsky's devotion 

to their cause. The Mexican people admired Trotsky as one 
who had fought in the forefront of the struggle for the libera
tion of all oppressed people. They knew that, although he 
hadn',t participated in Mexican politics, he was in sympathy 
with their struggle against the imperialists who robbed their 
country. 

Some of them were able to pay homage to the revolutionary 
hero while his body was lying in state. An endless, profoundly 
sorrowful procession of people, almost as varied and colorful 
as the masses to whom TrOtt sky had dedicated his life, filed by 
the bier. There were dark-skinned, barefoot Indian women carry
ing babies in their shawls. Fair-skinned, well·dressed intel
lectuals. Students from the university. Huarache·clad urban 
workers, the soil of their day's work still on their knotty brown 
hands and blue overalls. Bronzed, quiet campesinos in their 
white outfits and bright serapes. Around a hundred thousand 
paused, hat in hand before the coffin, a moment in silent tribute 
to the revolutionist who had unceasingly fought for the libera
ilion of the oppressed. 

Mexican custom provides another moving gesture of honor 
to the dead-standing guard at the casket. Comrades, friends 
and special delegations took turns under the direction of the 
Mexican section of the Fourth Inilernational. 

Fastened on the wall above the bier was a banner inscribed 
with Trotsky's last words translated into Spanish: "I am sure 
of the victory of the Fourth International. Co forward!" 

Just before the funeral procession, Natalia came to the room 
and stayed alone by the casket for a long time. As she walked 
from the room a cry arose spontaneously from the crowd
"Trotsky lives on! Death to Stalin!" 
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In her dispatch to the /ewi!h Day in New York, Jean Jaffe 
described the funeral: 

"The funeral procession was gigantic. When the flower 
bedecked casket slowly passed through the streets, the roofs and 
windows were black with people. ' 

"On the way to the cemetery, from time to time the cry 
was echoed 'Trot!ky live!! Down with Stalin, down with the 
CPU!' 

"The Mexicans at the cemetery were &till. They are used 
to heroic deaths of revolutionary martyrs and each death is a 
sign for them that the struggle goes on from generation to 
generation, from man to man • . ." 

The Mexicans truly accepted Trotsky as one of their revo
lutionary martyrs. Corrido! were written around his life. 

A corrido is a popular ballad lamenting the death and 
recounting the accomplishments of a public figure. The poet 
gives the prevalent impressions and reactions of the . masses 
towards the hero's life work and the circumstances surrounding 
his death. They are printed on large, colored leaflets and ven
dors 'sell them on the streets for five centavos. The number 
written and the extent of their sale is a measute of the masses' 
appreciation for a hero. Many were written about Trotsky and 
sold in the largest numbers. 

In the almost crude and unpolished jingle of the popular 

ballad it is evident that the masses knew by whom the murder 
was committed: a verse from a corrido points .unerringly to the 
Kremlin: 

Stalin and the assassin 
in frank cooperation 
carried their crime with precision 
to its final destination. 

And they knew for whom Trotsky fought. Another verse 
from the same ballad sings their unadorned admiration: 

Expelled from his country 
he wandered through many nations; 
always fighting bitterly 
to combat oppressions. 

These simple verses reflect more eloquently than the most 
polished prose the warmth the masses had in their hearts for 
Tro'tsky. His passion for the oppressed was reciprocated with 
deep feeling. Trotsky's leadership in the struggle was appre
ciated by all those whom it aroused to fight oppression in every 
country. He was cherished and loved by them i~ his lifetime 
and his name will forever live in their hearts as an inspiration 
spurring them on ,to the final victory, to the establishment of 
the socialist society which alone can mean a free humanity. 

From the Arsenal of Marxism 

Five Years of the Comintern 
By LEON TROTSKY 

Leon Trotsky was the co-founder and coJbullder wdth Lenin of 
the Communist Internationa1. In 1924 the Stat,e Purbl1shing House 
issued in the U.IS . .s .. R. a. volume containing the man1f.estJoes. 
~eec~es. the'ses. a:rticles. resolutl'ons and other writings ()f Trotsky 
in the five year 'period covering the nrst four congres'ses of the 
Communist International. We .print 'below' the introduction that 
Trotsky wrote to this ediUon. A two volume edition of this highly 
I,mportant body of documents is now in preparation by the Pioneer 
PurbUshers. The English translation is by John G. Wlright.---Ed. 

* * * 
The half-decade ·of the existence of the Communist Interna

tiDnal falls into. two periods, divided by the Third World 
Congress. During its first ,two years the Comintern still remains 
wholly and exclusively under the aegis of the hnperialist war. 
Revolutionary perspectives are drawn directly from the conse
quences of the war. It is deemed as virtually self-evident that 
the constantly rising and intensifying political ferment of the 
masses, growing out ,of the social convulsions of the war, must 
lead directly to the conquest of power by the proletariat. This 
evaluation of the course of developments found its expression 
in the Manifestoes of the First and Second W orId Congresses 
which are included in this volume. The principled evaluation of 
the post-war situation given in these dDcuments wholly retains 
its force to this day. But the tempo of development proved to 
be different. 

War did not lead directly to the victory of the proletariat in 
Western Europe. It is all too obvious today just what was 
lacking for victory in 1919 and 1920: a revolutionary party 
was lacking. 

Young Communist parties began to take shape, and even 
then only in rough outline, at a moment when the powerful 
post-war mass ferment was already beginning to ebb. The 
March 1921 events in Germany graphically disclose the con
tradiction between the then existing situation and the policy of 
the Communist International: Communist parties, or at least 
their left wings, seek impetuously to unleash an offensive at a 
time when the many-millioned masses, after the initial defeats, 
sullenly take stock Df the post-war situation and watchfully 
observe the CDmmunist parties. At the Third World Congress 
Lenin formulates this threatening divergence between the line 
of the development of the masses and the tactical line of the 
Communist parties; and with a firm hand he assures a decisive 
turn in the policy of the International. At the present time, when 
we are far enough away from the Third Congress in order to 
appraise it correctly in retrospect, it can be said that the turn 
made by the Third Congress was of as great importance to the 
CDmmunist International as the Brest-Litovsk turn was for the 
Soviet Republic. Had the Third International continued mechan
ically to follow the path, one of whose stages was marked by 
the March events in Germany, there would have been perhaps 
left only splinters of Communist parties within a year or two. 
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With the Third Congress, a new stage begins: the parties take 
into account that they have Iet to win over the masses, and that 
the assault must be preceded by a more or less protracted 
period of preparatory work. There opens up the zone of the 
united front, that is~ the tactic of fusing the masses on the basis 
of transitional demands. The speeches and articles in the second 
part of this volume are devoted to this "new stage."· 

This second period in the development of the Communist 
International, which invariably extended the influence of all 
its chief sections on the working masses, runs into the mighty 
revolutionary flood tide in Germany in the latter part of 1923. 
Europe is once again shaken by wild convulsions, at whose 
focus stands the Ruhr. The question of power is once again 
posed in Germany in all its nakedness and acuteness. But the 
bourgeoisie survived this time as well. A third chapter opens in 
the development of the Communist International. The subject 
for the work of the Fifth World Congress is to define the main 
political peculiarities and tactical tasks of this new period. 

* * * 
The 1923 Defeat of Gennany 

Why did the German revolution fail to lead to victory? The 
causes for this lie wholly .. in tactics and not in th~ objective 
conditions. We have here a truly classic example of a revolu
tionary situation that was let slip. From the moment of the 
Ruhr occupation, and all the more so from the moment when 
the bankruptcy of passive resistance became evident, it was 
imperative for the Communist Party to steer a firm and r~solute 
course toward the conquest of power. Only a courageous tacti
cal turn could have unified the German proletariat in the strug
gle for power. If at the Third Congress and in part at the 
Fourth ·Congress we told the German comrades: "You will win 
the masses only on the basis of taking a leading part in their 
strnggle for transitional demands," then by the middle of 1923 
the question became posed differently: After all that the Ger
man proletariat had gone through in recent years, it could be 
led. into the decisive battle only in the event that it became 
convinced that this time the issue was posed, as the Germans 
say, auf's Ganze (i.e. that it was not a question of this or that 
partial task, but of the fundamental one); and that the Com
munist Party was ready to march into battle and was capable of 
securing victory. But the [German] Communist Party executed 
this turn without the necessary assurance and after an extreme 
delay. Both the Rights and the Lefts, despite their sharp 
struggle against each other evinced up to September-October a 
rather fatalistic attitude toward the process of the development 
of the revolution. At a time when the entire objective situation 
demanded of the party that it undertake a decisive blow, the 
party did not act to organize the revolution but kept waiting 
for it. "The rev?lution is not made on schedule," replied the 
Rights and the Lefts, confusing the revolution as a whole with 
one of its specific stages, i.e. the uprising for the seizure of 
power. My article, "Can the Revolution Be Made on Schedule?" 
was devoted to this question. The article summarizes the inter
minable discussions and polemics which had previously taken 
place. True, in the month of October a sharp break occurred 
in the party's policy. But it was already too late. In the course 
of 1923 the working masses realized or sensed that the moment 
of decisive struggle was approaching. However, they did not 
see the necessary resolution and self-confidence on the side of 
the Communist Party. And when the latter began its feverish 
preparations for an uprising, it immediately lost its balance and 
also its ties with the masses. Appr.oximately the same thing 

happened as in the case of a rider who, after slowly approach
ing a high barrier, at the last moment, with a convulsive move
ment digs his spurs into the horse's flanks. Were the horse to 
leap over the barrier, it would in all likelihood break its legs. 
As matters turned out, it stopped at the barrier, and then shied 
aside. Such are the mechanics of the cruellest defeat of the 
German Communist Party and the whole International in No
vember of last year [1923]. 

When a sharp shift in the reciprocal relation of forces 
became delineated, when the legalized fascists moved to the 
forefront while the Communists found themselves driven un~ 
derground, some comrades hastened to announce that "we over
estimated the situation; the revolution hasn't matured as yet." 
Naturally, nothing is simpler than this sort of strategy: first to 
muff the rev,olution and then to proclaim it as not yet mature. 
Iri reality, however, the revolution failed to lead to victory not 
because it generally "had not matured" but because the decisive 
link-the leadership-dropped out of the chain at the decisive 
moment. "Our" mistake does not lie in "our" having overesti
mated the conditions of revolution, but in "our" having under
estimated them, in our inability to understand in time the need 
of an abrupt and bold tactical turn: from the struggle for the 
masses to---the struggle for power. Our mistake lies in this, that 
"we" continued for several weeks to repeat old banalities to the 
effect that "the revolution is not made on 8chedule,t' and in 
this way let slip all time-intentals. 

Did the Communist Party have the majority of the workere 
behind it in the latter part of last year? It is hard to say what 
the result would have been had we taken a poll at the time. 
Such questions are not decided by polls. They are decided by 
the dynamics of the movement. Despite the fact that a very 
considerable' number of workers still remained in the ranks of 
the Social Democracy, only an insignificant minority of them 
was ready to take a hostile, and even then a rather passively 
hostile position toward the overturn. The majority of the Social 
Democratic as well as non-party workers sensed keenly the 
oppressive impasse of the bourgeois-democratic regime and 
awaited the overturn. Their complete and final trust and sym
pathy could have been won only in the course of the 
overturn itself. All the talk about the terrible strength of 
reaction, the many hundred thousands of the Black Reichswehr, 
etc., proved to be mere monstrous exaggeration, of which there 
was no doubt from the outset in the minds of people with 
revolutionary sense. Only the official Reichsweh.r represented a 
genuine force. But it was too small numerically and would have 
been inevitably swept away by the onset of millions. 

Side by side with the masses already firmly won over by 
the Communist Party, far broader masses were gravitating 
toward it during the months of crisis, awaiting from it a signal 
for battle and leadership in battle. After failing to receive this, 
they began to move away from the Communists just as spon
taneously as they had previously been flocking toward them. 
It is precisely this that explains the sharp shift in the relation 
of forces which enabled Seeckt to capture the field of political 
struggle almost without resistance. Meanwhile fatalistically in
clined politicians, observing Seeckt's swift successes, pro
claimed : "You see, the proletariat doesn't want to struggle." 
In reality, the German proletariat after 'the experience of the 
revolutionary half-decade did not want simply a struggle; it 
wanted that struggle which would at last bring victory. Not 
find~ng the necessary leadership it avoided the struggle. Thereby 
it only showed that the lessons of 1918-1921 had become deeply 
imbedded in its memory. 

The German Communist Party led 3,600,000 workers to the 
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ballot boxes. How many did it lose on the way? It is .hard to 
answer this question. But the results of numerous parll.al elec· 
tions to the Landtag, the municipalities and so on tesllfy that 
the Communist Party participated in an already extremely 
weakened condition in the recent elections to the Reichstag. And 
despite all this it still obtained 3,600,0?0 v?tes! "Look," ~.e 
are told '~the German Communist Party IS bemg severely crIll· 
cized, a~d yet it represents a huge force!" But, after all, t~e 
whole gist of the matter lies in this, that 3,600,000 votes ,lD 

May 1924, i.e. after the spontaneo~s eb~ of the ~asses, after 
the intrenchment of the bourgeoIs regIme, testIfy that the 
Communist Party was the decisive force in the latter part ~f 
last year, but unfortunately this was not understood and ull· 
lized in time. Those who even today refuse to grasp that the 
defeat rose directly out of an underestimation, more precisely, 
out of an untimely evaluation of the exceptional revolutionary 
situation of last year ,-"those who persist in so doing incur the 
risk of learning nothing and, therefore, of refusing to recognize 
the revolution a second time when itknocks again at the doors. 

*' * * 
The New Situation 

The circumstance that the German Communist Party has 
drastically renovated its leading organs is quite in the order of 
things. The party together with the working class expected and 
wanted battle and hoped for victory-but was given instea~ a 
defeat without a battle. It is only natural that the party should 
turn its back on the old leadership. There is only a limited 
significance today to the question of whether the left wing 
could have coped with the task had it been in power last year. 
Frankly speaking, we do not think so. We have already .re. 
marked that despite their sharp factional struggle, the left wmg 
shared on the basic question'-the seizure of power-the amor· 
phous, semi·fatalistic, waiting policy of ,the then ~entral ~~m. 
mittee. But the mere fact that the left wing was In opposItIon 
made it the natural heir of party power after the party turned 
its back on the old Central Committee. At present the leadership 
is in the hands of the left wing. This is a new fact in the 
development of the German party. It is necessary to take this 
fact into account, to proceed from it as the starting point. It 
is necessary Ito do everything possible in order to help the new 
leading body of the party to cope with its task. And for this 
it is first of all necessary to see the dangers clearly. The first 
possible danger might arise from an insufficiently serious atti· 
tude toward last year's defeat: an attitude that nothing out of 
ordinary has happened, just a slight delay; the revolutionary 
situation will soon repeat itself; we proceed as before--toward 
the decisive assault. This is wrong! Last year's crisis signified a 
colossal expenditure of revolutionary energy by the proletariat. 
The proletariat needs time in order to digest last year's tragic 
defeat, a defeat without a decisive battle, a defeat without even 
an attempt at a decisive 'battle. It needs time in order to orient 
itself once again in a revolutionary way in an objective situa· 
tion. This does not mean, of course, that a long number of 
years are required. But weeks will not suffice for it. And it 
would constitute the greatest danger if t,he strategic line of our 
German party were now impatiently cut across the processes 
which are taking place at present in the German proletariat as 
a consequence. of last year's d~feat. 

In the last analysis what decides, as we know, is economics. 
Those small economic successes which have been attained in the 
last few months by the German bourgeoisie are in themselves 
the inescapable result of the weakening of the revolutionary 

process, a certain-very superficial and shaky-strengthen~ng 
of bourgeois "law and order" and so on. But the reestablIsh· 
ment of any kind of stable capitalist equilibrium in Germany 
has not been brought appreciably closer than was the case from 
July to November of last year. At all events the road to this 
equilibrium traverses such mighty conflicts between labor and 
capital and is obstructed with such difficulties on the part of 
France that the German proletariat is still assured a revolu· 
tionary economic foundation for an indefin~tely long ?eriod 
ahead. However, those partial processes whIch occur In the 
foundation--either temporary aggravations or, on the contrary, 
temporary mitigations of the crisis and its auxiliary manifesta· 
tions-are in no case matters of indifference to us. If a rela· 
tively well·fed and thriving proletariat is always very sensitive 
even to a slight worsening of its position, then the long·suffer. 
ing, long.famished and exhausted proletariat .of ~:rmany ~s 
sensitive even to the slightest improvement of Its hvmg condi' 
tions. This undoubtedly explains the strengthening-again, very 
unstable-of the ranks of the German Social Democracy and 
,the trade union bureaucracy which is now to be observed. Today 
more than ever before we are obliged to follow attentively the 
alterations of the trade and industrial conjuncture in Germany 
and its reflections on the living standards of the German 
worker. 

It is economics that decides, but only in the last analysis. 
Of more direct significance are those political·psychological 
processes which are now taking place within the German pro· 
letariat and which likewise have an inner logic of their own. 
The party received 3,600,000 votes at the elections: a marvelous 
proletarian core! But ~e vac.illating ele~ents h~ve I?ove.d 
away from us. MeanwhIle, a dIrect revolutIOnary SItuation IS 
always characterized by the influx of the vacillating elements 
to us. A great many worker Social Democrats, we ma~ assume, 
said to themselves during the elections: "We know perfectly 
well that our leaders are case·hardened scoundrels, but whom 
can we vote for? The Communists promised to take power, but 
proved unable to do it and only helped reacti?n.* Are we then 
to follow the Nazis?" And with revulsion in their hearts they 
cast' their votes for the Social Democrats. The school of bour· 
geois reaction, we may hope, will quite quickly enough compel 
the German proletariat in its overwhelming majority to assimi· 
late a revolutionary orientation, this time more definitively and 
firmly. It is necessary to assist this process in every way. It is 
necessary to speed it up. But it is altogether impossible to leap 
over its inevitable stages. To picture the situation as if nothing 
extraordinary has happened, as if only a slight hitch has taken 
place, etc., would be false to the core, and would threaten the 
greatest blunders of the strategic order. What has taken place 
is no superficial hitch, but an enormous defeat. Its meaning 
must be assimilated by the proletarian vanguard. Resting on 
this lesson, the vanguard must' speed up the process of the 
grouping of proletarian forces around the 3,600,000. The revo. 
lutionary flood tide, then the ebb, and then a new flood tide
these processes have their own inner logic and their own 
tempo. Revolutions not only unfold, we repeat, revolutions are 
organized. But it is possible to organize revolution only on the 
basis of its own internal development. To ignore the critical, 
watchful, skeptical moods among wide circles of the proletariat 
after what has happened is to head for a new defeat. Even the 
best revolutionary party cannot arbitrarily call forth a new 
revolution a day after a defeat, no more than the best obstetri. 
cian is able to call forth births every three or every five 

* This is the most telUng argument of the Social D,emocrati'c 
adventurers and rascals.--'L. T. 
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months. The fact that last year's revolutionary birth pangs 
proved false ones, does not alter matters. The German prole
tariat must pass through a stage of restoring and gathering its 
forces for the new revolutionary culmination, before the Com
munist Party, having appraised the situation, can issue .the 
signal for a new assault. But on the other hand, we. know that 
no less a danger would threaten if at a new turn, the Communist 
Party were again to fail to recognize a revolutionary situation 
and thereby again prove impotent to utilize it to the end. 

Two of the greatest lessons mark the history of the German 
Communist Party: March 1921 and November 1923. In the first 
case, the party mistook its own impatience for a mature revo
lutionary situation; in the second case, it was unable to recog
nize a mature revolutionary situation and let it slip. These are 
the extreme dangers from the "left" and the "right"-the limits 
between which the policy of the proletarian party generally 
passes in our epoch. We shall continue to hope firmly that 
enriched by battles, defeats and experience the German Com
munist Party will succeed in the not so distant future in guiding 
its ship between the "March" Scylla and the "November" 
Charybdis and will secure to the German proletariat what the 
latter has so' honestly earned: victory! 

* * * 
Political Trends in Europe 

At a time when in Germany itself the last parliamentary 
elections, under the influence of last year's danger, have given 
the bourgeois concentration a new impulse to the right-but 
within the framework of parliamentarianism and not of fascist 
dictatorship-in the rest of Europe and in America the shift of 
the ruling political groupings is proceeding in the direction of 
"conciliationism." In England and Denmark the bourgeoisie 
rules through the medium of the parties of the Second Inter
national. The victory of the left bloc in France signifies either 
an open or slightly masked (most likely open) participation of 
the Socialists in the government. Italian Fascism is taking to the 
road of parliamentary "regulation" of its policy. In the United 
States the conciliationist' illusions are being mobilized under 
the banner of the "Third Party." In Japan, the opposition 
parties won' the elections. 

When a ship has lost its rudder, it is sometimes necessary to 
keep its left and right engines running alternately: the ship 
moves in zigzags, a great amount of energy is expended, but the 
ship keeps moving. Such at the present time is the steering 
device of the capitalist states of Europe. The bourgeoisie' is 
compelled to alternate fascist and· social-democratic methods. 
Fascism was and remains strongest in those countries where 
the proletariat came closest to power, but was unable to take 
it or hold it: Italy, Germany, Hungary, etc. On the contrary, 
conciliationist tendencies begin to gain preponderance to the 
extent that the bourgeoisie begins to sense less directly the 
threat of the proletarian overturn. If the bourgeoisie feels itself 
strong enough not to require the direct activities of the fascist 
gangs, then, on the oth~r hand, it does not feel strong enough 
to get along without a Menshevik covering. 

In the era of the Fourth Congress of the Comintern, which 
passed entirely under the aegis of capitalist offensive and fas
cist reaction, we wrote that if the German revolution did not 
grow directly out of 0 the situation existing at the time and did 
not thereby give a new direction to the entire political develop
ment of Europe, then one could expect with complete assurance 
the replacement of the fascist chapter by a conciliationist chap
ter, in particular, the coming of a labor government to power 

in England, and that of the left bloc in France. At the time this 
forecast seemed to some to be the. sowing of ..• conciliationist 
illusions. There are people who succeed in being revolutionists 
only' by keeping their eyes shut. 

Let us, hawever, cite the verbatim quotations. In an article, 
"Political Perspectives" published in Izvestia, November 30, 
1922, I polemicized against the simplified, non-Marxist, mecha
nistic view of political development which allegedly must 
fatally lead through the automatic strengthening of Fascism and 
Communism to the victory of the proletariat. In this article it 
is stated: 

"Back on June 16 [1921] in my SlPeech at a session of the 
enlarged ECOI I develo'P€d the idea that if revolutionary ev.ents 
in Europe and France did not erUipt first, then the entire 
parl1aJrnentary-political life of Fraooe Wlould inevit8ibly 'b,egin 
crystallizing around the axis of the left fhloc' in contrast to 
the currently dominant 'national' Ibloc. In the one and a half 
years that have. ela;pse,d, the revolution has not taken plac,e. 
And whoever has been following the Ufe of France will hardly 
deny tha:t"--'With the exc,e:ption of the Communist and :revolu
tionary syndicalists-her policy is actually proceeding along 
the path of preparing the replacement of the national blQC by 
the left bloc. True, France remains wholly under the aegis of 
capitalist Oiffensive, intermin81ble threats ad<1:ressed to Germany, 
and so .on. But parallel with this there is a growing confusion 
among bourgeois 'classe.s, ,e.s!l)ecially among the intermediate 
ones, who are in d,read of tomorrow, who are disillusioned with 
the policy of 'reparations', who are striving to mHigate' the 
financial crisis by cutting dQwn on the expendi'tures for im
perialism, who have hojpes of restoring r,elations with Russia, 
enc., et'c. These moods also seize a considerable ,section of the 
working class through the medium of refQ·rmi·st Socialists and 
syndicalists. The continued offensiv,e of French c8.lpitalism and 
French reaiCtion thus in no way contradicts the fad that the 
French bourgeoisie is clearly preparing a new orientaUon fo.r 
itself." 
And further in the same article we wrote: 

"In England the situation is no. less instructive. The domi
nation of the Ub,eral-eonservative coalition has been replaced 
owing to recent elections by 'purely conservativ~ rule. An obvi
ous step to the 'right'! But, on the other hand" precisely the 
resul,ts of the last elections testify to the fact that bou'rgeois
conciliationist England has already fully prepared a new orien
tation for herself in the ev,ent of a further aggravation of con
tradi'ctions and growing difficulties (and both are inevitable) 
. . . Are there serious grounds for thinking that the present 
conservative regime will lead directly to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat in England? We do not see any such grounds. On 
the contrary, we assume tha:t the insoluble economic, colonial 
and international contradi'ctions of th~ BrUish empire' today 
will provide consid,e,ralble nourishment for the pleblan-m.1ddle 
class ~pposition in the guise of the so-ealled Lll.ibor Party. Ac
cordin'g to every indication, in E1ngland, more than in any o,ther 
country on ol1r glObe, the workin'g class before arrJvlng at the 
d,ictato,rshilp wiH have to pass through a stage of a 'labor' 
government in the persQn of the rSitormist-pacifist Labor Party, 
which at the last elections already received some four and a 
quafiter million votes." 

"But doesn't this imply that you hold the standpoint of a 
mitigation of political cO'ntradictions? But, after all, this is out
right opportunism!" objected those comrades who. are able to 
protect themselves against opportunist temptations only by 
turning their backs on them. As if to foresee a ·new· temporary 
rise of cO'nciliationist illusions is tantamount ito sharing them 
to any degree whatever! It is of course much simpler not to. 
foresee anything, restricting oneself to a repetition of sacra
mental formulas. But there is no need whatever to continue the 
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dispute nQwadays. Events have supplied the verificatiQn af die 
prQgnQsis: we have MacDQnald's gQvernment in England, the 
Stauning ministry in Denmark, the victQry of the left blQC in 
France, and .of the QPPQsitiQnparties in Japan, while on the 
PQlitical hQrizQn .of the United States there lQQms the symbQlic 
figure .of LaFQllette, quite a hQpeless figure to be sure. 

The electiQns in France supply the final verificatiQIl fQr 
still anQther dispute: cQncerning the influence .of the French 
SQcialist Party. As is well knQwn, this "party" is al~QS'l with
.out an QrganizatiQn. Its .official press is extremely wretched 
and hardly read by anybQdy. PrQceeding frQm these incon
testable facts SQme cQmrades were inclined to evaluate the 
SQcialist Party as an insignificant magnitude. This cQnsQling 
but false viewPQint fQund accidental expressiQn even in certain 
.official documents .of the CQmintern. In reality it is false to 
the CQre tQ evaluate the PQlitical influence .of the French SQcial
ists .on the basis .of their QrganizatiQn .or the circulatiQn .of" their 
press. The SQcialist Party represents an apparatus for attracting 
wQrkers intQ the camp .of the "radical" bQurgeQisie. The mQre 
backward .or the mQre privileged elements .of the wQrking class 
have need neither fQr QrganizatiQn nQr fQr a party press. They 
dQ nQt enter intQ the party .or the trade uniQns; they VQte fQr 
the SQcialists and read the yellQw press. The relatiQn between 
the number of party members; the number .of subscribers to 
tile party press and the number .of VQters amQng the SQcialists 
is nQt at all the same as amQng the CQmmunists. We had the 
QccasiQn tQ express ourselves mQre than .once on this SCQre. 
Let us again adduce verbatim citatiQns. Back on March 2, 1922 
we wrQte in Pravda: 

'~If we take into considera.tion the fact that the Communist 
Party num'bers 130,000 members while the Socialists have 
30,000, then the enormous suocesses of the Communist idea in 
France becom,e quite obvious. However, ,if we ta,ke into account 
the rela.tion of these figuI'les to the numedcal strength of the 
working class as a whole, ·the existence of ref'ormist trade 
unions and anti-CDmmunist tenden!Cietl within the revolutionary 
wade unions, then the question of the hegemony of the Commu .. 
nist ,Party in ,the workers' movement confronts us as a very 
difficult task, which 'is far from solved by .our numerical pre
,ponderance ov~r the Dissidents (Socialists). Under certain con
ditions the latter may prove a far more Significant counter
revolutionary factor within the working class than might ap
pear if one were to judge solely by the weakness of their organ
ization, the inSignificant circulation and ideological content of 
their organ, PopuZaire." 

Quite recently we had QccasiQn tQ return tQ this same ques
tiQn. At the beginning .of this year, one .of the dQct.lments 
referred tQ the SQcialist Party as "mQribund" and stated that 
.only a "few wQrkers" WQuld VQte for it, etc., etc. In this CQn
nectiQn I wrQte .on January 7 .of this year as fQllQws: 

'~It is far tOD facile to speak of the French Socialist Party 
as mori1bund and tD say thSit only 'a few workers' could vote 
for it. This is an Ulusion. The French Socialist Party is an 
electoral organization of a considerable section at passive and 
semi-passive working mass,es. If among Communists the pro
porUon between those WhD are organized and those who vote is, 
say, one to ten, or one to twenty; then among the Socialists 
this 'proport<ion may 'proye to be one to fifty or one to a hundred. 
Our tasilt in election campaigns cons,ists to a large measure -In 
splitting away a considerSlbl-e section of the piassive workers; 
mass who 8JWaken only during elections. And in order to' 
a'Chiev~ this one must not undereSltimate the enemy." 

The recent French electiQns cQnfirmed whQlly and CQm
pletely the fQregQing views. The Communists with a far strQnger 
party QrganizatiQn and party press .obtained considerably fewer 

votes than the Socialists. Even the arithmetical prQPQrtiQns 
turned .out apprQximately as they had :been tentatively indicated. 
.•• Nevertheless the fact that our party received abQut 900,000 
VQtes represents a seriQus success, especially if we take into 
aCCQunt the swift growth of .our influence in the suburbs .of 
Paris! 

There -is every reaSQn -to expect tQday that the entry .of the 
SQcialist Party intQ the left blQC and thereby its participatiQn 
in the government will create favQrable cQnditiQns fQr the 
grQwth .of the PQlitical influence of the CQmmunists, as the 
.only party free .of any SQrt .of PQlitical QbligatiQns tQward the 
bQurgeQis regime. 

* * • 
Policies in the U. S • 

In America the cQnciliatiQnist illusiQns .of the petty bQur
geQisie, primarily the farmers, and the pettY.,1bQurgeQis illusiQns 
of the prQletariat take the fQrm .of the Third Party. The latter 
is being mQbilized at the present mQment arQund SenatQr La
FQllette, Qr,mQre correctly, arQund his name, fQr lhe SenatQr 
himself, almQst 70 years old, has nQt yet fQund the time tQ 
leave the ranks .of the Republican Party. All this, by the way, 
is quite in the nature .of things. But truly amazing is the PQsi
tiQn .of certain leaders of" the American CQmmunist Party whQ 
prQPQse tQ summQn the party tQ VQte fQr LaFQllette, hQping 
in this way tQ secure fQr CQmmunists influence .on the farmers. 
MQre than" this, they ,cite _ the example .of Russian Bolshevism 
which allegedly WQn .over the peasantry by means .of this SQrt 
of PQlitics. In additiQn, .of CQurse, there is nQ lack of variatiQns 
on the idea which has already lost all semblance .of sense, 
namely, that. "underestimatiQn" .of the peasantry is the basic 
trait .of Menshevism. The history .of Marxism and BQlshevism 
in Russia is first .of all the histQry .of a struggle against 
NarQdnikism (pQpulism) and .S.R.'ism. This struggle prQvided 
the premise fQr the fight against Menshevism and it had as its 
fundamental task, the task .of assuring the proletarian character 
0/ the party. Decades .of struggle against petty bQurgeQis 
NarQdnikism enabled BQlshevism at the decisive mQment, i.e. 
the mQment .of .open struggle for PQwer, tQ destrQY the S.R.'s 
with a single blQw, taking PQssession .of their agrarian prQgram 
and drawing the peasant masses behind the party. This PQlitical 
exprQpriatiQn .of the S.R.'s was the necessary premise fQr the 
eCQnQmic I exprQpriatiQn .of the landlords and the bQurgeoisie. 
It is quite self-evident that the path which certain American 
CQmrades are ready tQ fQllQW has nQthing in CQmmQn with the 
paths .of BQlshevism. FQr a yQung and weak CQmmunist Party, 
lacking in revQlutionary temper, tQ play the rQle .of solicitQr 
and gatherer .of "prQgressive voters" fQr the Republican Sena
tQr LaFQllette is tQ head tQward the PQlitical dissolutiQn .of 
the party in the petty bQurgeQisie. After all, QPPQrtunism ex
presses itself nQt .only in mQQds .of gradualism but alsQ in 
PQlitical impatience: it frequently seeks tQ reap where it has 
nQt SQwn, tQ realize successes which dQ not cQrresPQnd tQ its 
influence. UnderestimatiQn .of the basic task-the develQpment 
and strengthening .of theprQletarian character .of the party
here is the basic trait of oPPQrtunism! Insufficient faith in the 
PQwers .of the prQletariat is the SQurce .of the fantastic leaps 
in the chase after the farmers which may CQst the CQmmunist 
Party its head. That the CQ)nmunist Party must attentively fQI
IQW the needs and mQQds .of the farmers, utilizing the current 
crisis PQlitically in .order tQ extend its influence tQ the cQuntry
side-this is quite self-evident. But it cannot aCCQmpany the 
farmers and the petty bQurgeQisie generally thrQugh all their 
political stages ed zigzags, it cannot vQluntarily pass thrQugh 
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all the illusions and disillusions, dragging after LaFollette in 
order to expose him later on. In the last analysis the mass of 
the farmers will follow the Communist Party into battle against 
the bourgeoisie only in the event that they are convinced that 
this party represents a force capable of tearing the power from 
the bourgeoisie. And the Communist Party can become such a 
force in action, and consequently also in the eyes of the 
farmers only as the vanguard of the proletariat and not as the 
tail of the Third Party. 

The rapidity with which a false starting position leads to 
the crudest political mistakes is demonstrated by a document 
emanating from Ithe so-called Organizing Committee set up in 
order to convene in June a congress of the Third Party for the 
purpose of nominating LaFollette as candidate for the post of 
president. The chairman of this committee is one of the leaders 
of the Farmer-Labor Party of the state of Minnesota;' its 
secretary is a Communist, assigned to this work by the Com
munist Party. And now this Communist has lent his signature 
to a Manifesto which in appealing to the "progressive voters" 
declares that the aim of the movement is to attain "national 
political unity"; and which in defending itself against charges 
that the campaign is under the control of the Communists, de
clares that the Communists comprise an insignificant minority 
and that even were they to try to seize the leadership they 
could never succeed inasmuch as the "party" aims to obtain 
constructive legislation and not any utopias. And for these 
middle class abominations the Communist Party assumes respon
sibility before the eyes of the working class! In the name of 
what? In the name of this, that the inspirers of this monstrous 
opportunism, who are thoroughly imbued with skepticism 
toward the American proletariat, . are impatiently seeking to 
transfer the party's center of gravity into a farmer milieu that 
is being shaken by the agrarian crisis .. By underwriting, even if 
with reservations, the worst illusions of the petty bourgeoisie, 
it is not at all difficult to create for oneself the illusion of 
wielding influencing over the petty bourgeoisie. To think that 
Bolshevism consists of this is to understand nothing about 
Bolshevism. * 

* The Executive Committee of the Communist International 
naturally rejected tMs policy whi<:h is so false to ·the core and so 
extremely ·dangerous. 'The decision of th,e ECCI was quite oppor
tune. A few days following its adoption, Senat'Or LaFollette came 
out wi,th a rwbid attack on the Communists and piously declared 
that he wanted to have nothing to do with any undertaking with 
which these rascals, this Red sJpawn of BeelzebU'b and of Moscow 
were connected. Let us hope th8lt this lesson will not prove un
fruitful for certain super-clever strategtsts.-L.T., June 4, 1924. 
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